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Holland City News
VOL. X.-N0.25. HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, JULY 30, 1881. WHOLE NO. 493.
Site Holland Sity ^ etv^
A WEEKLY NEWSPAPER,
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT
BUCOT, • • mui
OPPICB: VAN LANDEGEND'S BLOCK.
orro J. DOESBURG,
Editor and PublUtur.
Terms of Babscrlptioii:
%1.60 per year if paid in advance; %1.75 if
paid at three months, and %2.00 if
paid at six months.
OB PBINTINQ PBOSPTLT AMD NBATLT DOMB.
TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
On nqaareof tenllncs, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
tllire Unsertlon, and 25 cents for each subse
qnent nsertlon for any period under three
i^onths
| 8 «. 1 6 M. I 1 t.
pARKS, W. H. Attorney and Councelor at Law,
corner of Rlrerand KlRhth streets.
larksn.
f\E GROOT, L. barber. Halrcuttlne, shavn^,
YJ sharapoonlne. halr-dyelng. etc., doneatrea
sonable rates. Barbershop next door to the CityHotel. 14-ly
CoamliiloB MerehABt.
I) EACH, W. H. Commission Merchant, andD dealer In Grain, Plourand Produce. High*
est market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick
store cor. Eighth & Heh streets, Holland, Mich. 17
Sis tilt.
pi EE, D. M., Dental Surgeon; residence and
\JT office No. 42 Ninth street, next door to the
First Reformed Ohurch.
Brags BBi Kiilolati.
©ut Patltft?.
Produce, Etc.
bushel ................. $Apples, .
Beans, |t bushel ..............
Butter, V lb .................
Clover seed, 9 ^ ..................
Eggs, V doxen .....................
* » ......................
Hay, V ton ............... . .....
Onions, V bushels ................
Potatoes, ft bushel
1
Timothy beed, f bushel .......... 2 80 ©
Grain, Feed, Eto.
Wheat, white • bushe’. ............ 1 08
Corn, shelled ft bushel ............
YNOKSBURG, J. 0., Deulerlu Drugsand Medl-
L/ clnes, Paints and Oils, Brushes, Ac. Phy.
sician'sprescriptlonscarerully put up: Eighth st.
Vf EENGS, 1). R., Drug Store. Fine Drugs, Med-
ivi. icines, Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Per-
fi«mftri«e. River street.
1 Square .....2 •* ......3 •• ......
'i Column ......
1 “ :::::
8 50 5 00 8 00
5 00 8 00 10 00
8 00 10 00 17 00
10 00 17 00 25 00
17 00 25 00 40 00
25 00 40 00 ft5 00
changes.
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
lines, $2.00 per annum,
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub-
Jshed whitout charge for subscribers.
An Z before the Subscriber’s name will demote
expiration of the Bubscrlpllou. Two XX sig-
that no paper will be continued after date.
&T All advertising bills collectable quarterly.
THIS PAPER PCK 0w.e
paper Advertising Bureau (10 Spruce St.), where
advertising conuacts may be made for it in NEW
YORK.
yAN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer in Drugs, Ncdl-
V cines. Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Den Hero's Family Medicines; Eighth St.
117ALSH UKBBK, Druggist A Pharmacist; a
vY full stock of goods appertaining to the bus-
iness.
Brsis Miksn.
13EKRY, C. A., Dress Ma.>ur and Hair Dresser,1 would respectfully aauouute to the cillrens
|ail ^oafe.
Chicago A West Michigan E. E.
Taking Effect, Sunday, June 12, 18811
From Holland
to Chicago.
Nl’t
From Chlcaj
to HnllanT
10 40
Day
Exp.
p. m
1 55
11 06
2 20 II 20
1 50
2 05
3 30 4 50
Mall.
a. m.
10 50
1 50
p. m. p. m.
TOWNS.
....Holland .....
East Saugatuck
....Richmond. ..
..Gd. Junction..
..... Bangor. ...
.Benton Harbor.
...8t. Joseph...
..New Buffalo..
....Chicago .....
p.m.
3 25
3 05
11 40
9 00
p. m.
9 40
8 40
a. ra. p.m. p m.
Nt’l
Exp.
that she has opened Dressmaking and Hair Dress-
ing rooms, in the bulldiu ', one door west of Grif
tin s Drug Store, Washington str.-et, Grand Haven.
Also teaches in Wax, Worsted, Lace, and other
fancy work. 8 My
rur&Uu;t.
Oats, ft bushel ......................
Buckwheat, V bushel .............
Bran. 4 100 lbs ....................
Feed, ton ......................
100 lb
Barley, » 100 D .................... 120(0
Middling, ------
Flour, |l bfl...
V 100 lb
Pearl Barley, V 100 lb ...............
V bash ....................
Corn Meal » 100 lbs ..............
Rye
Fine Corn Meal P HO lbs
AMiticmul ^ Dfitl.
TO XY LOG "BLANCO."
BY J. O. HOLLAND.
My dtar, dumb friend, low lying there,
A willing vassal at my fe«t,
Glad partner of my home and fare,
My ehadow la the street.
I look Into your great brown eyet,
Where love and loyal homage ehine,
And wonder where the difference llee
Between your soul and mine I
For all the good that I have found
Within myself or human kind,
Hath royally Informed and crowaed
Your gentle heart and mind-
I scan the whole broad earth around
For thst one heart which, leal and true,
Bears friendship without end or bound.
And find the prise In yon.
I trust yon as I trust the stars ;
Nor cruel loss, nor scoff of pride,
Nor beggary, nor dungeon-bars,
Can move you from my eldel
Mr. R. Van Kampen has got all the
necessary tools to move, raise or lower
buildings at short notice. He is also pre-
pared to build new dwellings, or repair
old ones, or do any kind of carpenter and
joiner’s work. 13-ly. .
As patient under Injnry
At nny Christian saint of old,
As gentle aa a iamb with me,
But with your brothers bold ;
More playful than a frolic boy,
More watchful than a sentinel,
By day and night your constant Joy
To guard and please me well.
Yf EVER, II. A CO.. Dealers in all kinds of Fur-
at| nlturte, Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Picture Frames.etc.: River street.
Oiasral Dealer*.
Y7AN PUTTEN G,, General Dealers, in Dry
V Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Hats and Caps,
Flour, Provisions, etc. ; River st.
Eetelt.
/"IITY HOTEL. Mrs. J. Meyers A Sons, Pro-
Vj prietora. The only first-class Hotel In the
city. Is located in tbe business ceuter of the town,
and has one of the largest and best sample rooms
In tbe Slate. Free bus In councclion with the Ho-
tel. Holland, Mich. HMy
5 00
6 80 II 55
9 10
On Saturday night the Night express north runs
earlier, leaving Chicago 5 15 p. m., arriving at
Holland 1 :80 Sunday morning.
The largest variety of Cignre and To-
baccos, the cheapest and the best, at
15 tf Pkssink’b. I clasp your head upon my breast—The while you whine and lick my hand—And thus our friendship is confessed,And thus we understand!
If you want a nice dish of Ice Cream go
to the parlors fitted up for the purpose, at
15 tf E. 8. Dangukmond’s.
Oh, What a Gough I
, Will yon heed the warning. The signal perhaps
of the sure approach of that more terrible disease
Consumption. Ask yourselves If you can afford
for the sake of saving 50 cents, to run the risk and
do nothing for U. We know from experience
Ah, Blanco I did I worship God
Aa truly as you worship me,
Or follow where my Master trod
With your humility.
e
It
GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.
From Holland to From Grd. Rapids
Grand Rapids. to Holland.
a.m.
5 20
p.m
9 45
p.m.
3 25 ....Holland .....
a. m.
10 45
p.m.
1 50
p.m.
tioio
5 85 9 55 3 85 ....Zeeland ..... 10 85 1 40 9 55
5 57 10 07 3 52 ..Hudsonvllie...10 15 .... 9 25
6 15 10 15 4 05 ....Grandvllle...10 SD 1 12 9 05
0 35
a.in.
10 30
p m.
4 2 •
p m.
..Grand Rapida.. 9 45
a. m.
1 00
p.m.
8 45
p.m.
On Sunday morning the Night Expiess leaves
Holland 1 :40 and arrives In Grand Rapids 3:10 a. m.
MUSKEGON BRANCH.
(Via Grand Haven Railroad.)
From Holland to From Muskegor
to Holland.Muskegon.
a. m. p. m a. m. p.m. p.m. ft?'
15 30 3 25 10 40 ....Holland. ... 4 00 1 35 tV 40
3 00 11 15 3 85
11 20 3 30
11 25 3 25
6 35 4 15 11 45 ..Grand Haven.. 3 05 12 40 8 40
0 50 4 SO 11 50 ... Ferry aburg... 300 12 85 8 35
7 20 4 50 1* 30 ... Muskegon... 125 19 00 8 00
p.m. p.m. p. m. p.m. noon p. m.
MUSKEGON BRANCH.
ViaNunlca.
From Holland to From Musk .Muakeeon. Hollanegnn to4>d.
a.m.
9 00
u. m.
•6 45
5 30
4 55
4 10
8 00
p.m.-
ALLEGAN BRANCH.
Via Grand Haven Railroad.
Flrom Holland to From Allegan toAllegan. Holland.
a.m. p.m. a.m. p. m.
•5 4510 45 4 06 ........ Holland ....... 10 45
11 15 480 Fillmore. .••• •• 10 15 510
11 85 455 10 02 4 55
12 00 5 10 9 48 4 15
12 45
p. m.
585
p.m.
9 25
a.m.
880
p.m.
DUOJNIX HOTEL. A. D. Nelson, proprietor.
1. Located near the Uhl. A W. Mich. K. It. de-
>ut, has good facilities for the traveling public, and
is table ib unsurpassed. On Nlulh sir , Holland,Michigan. 10-ly
OCOTT’8 HOTEL. Wm. J. Scott, proprietor.
O This hotel Is located on the cor. of Ninth and
Fish sirs., convenient to both depots. Terms,
11.00 per day. Good accommodations can always
ue relied on. Holland, Mich. 8-ly
Llmr aai Sal* Statin.
fYOONE H„ Livery and Sale Stable. Office
13 audbarnon Market street. Everything lirat-
class.
Y YAVERKATE, O. J., Livery and Hoarding
ll stable. Flue rigs and good horses cau al-
wavs be relied on. On Fish street, near bcott’sHotel. 83-tf
VTIBBELINK, J. U., Livery and Sale Stable;
IV N inth street, near Market.
But garkitt.
I1UTKAU, Wm. New Meat Market, near corner
13 Eighth and Fish Street. All kinds ot sau-
sages constantly on hand.
IT'UITE.J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and
IV vegetables; Meal Uarkel on 8th street.
\7-AN DER HAAR, U., Dealer In Fresh, Salt,
V and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
and twine; 8th street.
Emfsetoriu. gill*. Shop*, Xte.
JTEALD, R. K., Manufacturer of andDealerin
rl Agricultural Implements; commission agent
for Mowinn Machines- cor. I0th& River street.
IJAUELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors1 of Piwjger Mills; ( Steam Saw and Flour
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
Y17ILMS, P. H. Manufacturer of Wooden, and
V V Iron and Wood combination Pumps. Cor-
10th and River streets.
Notsrr Public*.
OTEGBNQA, A. P., Justice of the Peace andO Notary Public. Conveyancing done at hort
notice. Office at his residence New Holland,Michigan. 9-ly
PkyileUsi.
I) EST, It. B., Physician and Surgeon, has made
13 the disease of tbe Eye, Ear and Throat a
special study. Office hours uigthi and day, on the
cur. of Eighth and River sis., Holland, Mich. 0-ly
OCHOUTEN, F. J., Physician and Acconcber.0 Office at Dr. Schonteu’s drug store. Eighthstreet. 40 ly.
\J ANTING, A. O.. Physician and Surgeon;
Al office at Graafrchap Village, Allegan county,
Mich. Office hours from 10 to 12 a. m. 20-I.y.
VTATES, O. E., Physician and Snrgeon. Office1 at his residence, Overysel, Mich.
Fhtopapbir.
VTIGGIN8, B. P. the leading Photographer. Gal-
Xl leryoppoaite this office.
Tobacoi and Clfars.
'T'K ROLLER, G. J., General dealer in Tobacco,
X Cigars,Snufl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
Wntehiiud Jmirp.
lb REYMAN, OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and
D dealer in Fancy Gooda ; Corner of Market
and Eighth Street.
that Shiloh’s Cure will cure jour cough.  never
falls. This explains why more than a million
bottles were sold the past year. It relieves Croup,
and Whooping Cough, at once. Mothers do not be
without it. For Lnme Back. Side or Chest, use
Shiloh’s Porous Plaster. Sold by D. R. Meengs.
Did I sit fondly at His feet.
As you, dear Blanco, sit at mine.
And watch Him with a love as sweet,
My lifu would grow divine!
—Midsummer Scribner.
Purchmhle Pleasure.
Dyspepsia and Liver Complaint.
Is it not worth tbe small prica of 75 cents to
free yourself of every symptom of these distress-
ing complaiuta. If you think so. call at our store
and get a bottle of Shiloh's Vltallzer, every bolt If
h<*H a printed guarantee on It. nse accordingly and
If it does yon no gi*od it will cost you nothing.
Sold by D. R. Meengs.
We have a speedy and positive cure for Catarrh,
Diphtheria, Canker month and Head Ache, in
SHILOH’S CATARRH REMEDY. A nasal In-
jector free with each bottle. Use It if you desire
health and sweet breath. Price 50 cis. Sold by D.
R. Meengs.
A large stock of bleached and un-
bleached coltona, and all kinds nf dress
goods and trimming* ha* just arrived at
i he store of G. VAN PUT TEN & SONS.
Ladies are especially invited to call andinspect. 12-if
The finest Soda Water, Candies and
Cigara at (15-tf) E. S. Danorkmond’b.
A full line of straw Hats has just ar-
rived at the store of G. VAN PUTTEN
& SONS, ranging from 5 cenls to the
nicest and costliest. 12-tf
•oing-n
•Oifnuojiud Jiaqi qil.vt raaqi joanj Xnra
oq.v\ nsoqi as«A|<l o) jnAttopua Ijoao ssn
HIM Kaifx spooltjpqi iCji pun buiod <>)
‘rfunnA pun pjo qioq ‘spuauj jptqi ||« bija
•ni Xqajaq Xaqi pun '•qojiv ‘punpa^ in
'pjojjnj uinajf) aaj atuospatiq Jjba pauado
aAttq ‘aBUjuiufuag ^ jmqaqqoiy ’BHNRN
It is important to travelers to know
that special Inducements are offered by
the Burlington mute. It will pay you to
read their advertisement to be found else-
where in this issue. 15-7m.
Tleo.KortlaiJer. Mips H. Manner.
Societies.
• Mixed trains,
t Rons dailj, all other trains dally except Son-
lay. All tralua ran by Chicago time.
iitertory.
X. 0. of 0. F.
Holland City Lodge, No. 102. Independent Order
of Odd Follows, holdalurognlar meetings at Odd
Fellows Hall, HoUand,Mtch., on Tuesday Evening
of each week
Visiting brothers arecordlallvlnviled.
Will. H. Rooebs, N. O.
M. Habbinotoj, K. 8.
Attomyi.
TJOW ARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
D. Notary Pobllc; River street.
j^JC BRIDE, 4 0 AH ROLL, AJtorneys^ iaw,
Lepplg’s Block, Grand Rapida, Michigan.
Boalness in Kent, Ottawa and Allegan Coontie
will be promptly attended to. b*ly» I D. L. Born, 8ec'v .
F. * A. X.
A RiuuLABCommanicatlon of Unity Lodoi,
No. 191. F. A A. M.. will be heldatMaaonlc Hall
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, Ang.
3, at7j’clock .sharp.
B. C. Matrau. W. M.
Wander Bros.
We sell more fine Whiskies than any other
house in the State.
Importers
AND WHOLESALE
Liquors Dealers,
too. 114 Canal Street,
Grand Rapids, - Michigan.
The finest Whiskies in the World.
"Bakers’ Pare Hand-made Son fMaah Bourbon.’
tThe best in the State.) -Kentncky Pride’’ band
made soar-mash. "Jackson Hoar Mash.” The
finest in tbe Land. "Hooeydew Bourbon.” "J.
R. Clay.” "8. 8. Mlller’a Rye.” The Limestone
Creek Soar Mash, and the finest line of Imported
and Domestic Wines.
KORTLANDBR BROTHERS.
It is often snid, when a rich man dies,
that all the money in the world cannot
purchase the prolongation of life. It Is
often said, too, when a rich man’s health
breaks down, that money will not pur-
chase health. As general propositions,
however, both these statements are un*
sound. When expended at the right lime
and in the right way, money will pur
cha^e health and the prolongation of life.
Money will not purchase penches out of
season, but money will purchase peaches
when they are in the market. Money will
not purchase health out of season, but
health is to be had for money, under the
proper conditions. When a machine is
actually worn-out, It is beyond the reach
of repairs. Nothing will do but com
pletc renewal. So, when a man is worn
out, money will not renew him, but there
are always times in bis life when, by the
proper expenditure of money and of
time, which is its equivalent, lie cau buy
health and the prolongation of life.
There are thousands of men In New
York City, and in every great city, who
are perfectly aware tli.a they are bank-
rupting themselves in health— that they
are selling their health for money. Tbe
time will surely come, at last, when they
will be willing to pay all this money back
lor the health they have parted with, but
it will be too late. The object of this ar
tide is to induce these men, if possible, to
buy health while it Is in the market, and
not to sell it under any consideration.
Col. Thomas Scott carried hi* burden so
long that the four miilious be had won
had oo power to bring back the health he
had parted with; hut there were un-
doubtedly times in his life when, by the
proper expenditure of money and of time,
he could have bought health enough to
last him a brace of decades longer, and to
enable him lo double the number of his
heir*. A man crowds hi* powers through
a series of years of excessive labor, and,
some day, lie drops with paralysis, and
from that day forward he becomes a pow-
erless child, to be led kindly and carefully
to the grave. * The increase of this disease
is undoubtedly (he result of the increase
of unwisely conducted labor. Honey can
do nothing for it when it befalls a man,
but it can do everything to prevent it.
"Nervous prostration" has become a loo
familiar phrase in these latter years.
Money cannot restore a shattered nervous
system, but, properly expended, at the
proper time, it will prevent it, which is a
great deal belter.
There are two plans of life, by either of
which money will buy besllh and pro*
long a comfortable existence. Tbe first is,
the setting aside of a part of every day
for recreation. So far as this can be done,
it ought to be done, but there seem to be
some peculiarities in onr American life
that forbids it. Competition lo business
is cruelly sharp, and most men feel obliged
t«» devote themselves to it, when they are
in it al ail, from morning until night. Tbe
sleeping hours sre the only ones which
give them release from active care. Now
business, followed in this way, from year’s
end to year's end, is just as certain to ruin
health and aborten life as (be recurrence
of seed-time and harvest Is sure. Tbe
alternative of daily recreation Is a yearly
period of rest. There sre always slick
seasons in business, $nd these every busi-
ness mao should avail hiiwelf of, for rest
and recreation. It ia in these seasons
that there is healtli in the market, to be
bought for money. Two weeka of leisure
are not enough for a man who works like
a dog all the rest of the year. Two
months are never too much, and there is
not a slave of Wall street who would not
only win heallb and save life by taking
these two months of leisure every year,
and enjoying (hum, but he would iu the
end, make money by it. Snppose, how-
ever, he loses money by it; lie wins that
for which he will sometime be willing to
give money, when money will not buy it.
When s man gives health for money, he
makes the poorest Investment of his life.
When he gives money for health, he makes
from every worldly point of view, the
best.
There is a hallucination, cherished by a
great multitude, that they must he con-
stantly in their own business, or It cannot
possibly go on prosperously. 8ome of
these men are so unfortunately organized
that they cannot believe that anybody liv-
ing efin do tbeir work aa well as they can
do it It takes an enormous (elf-conceit
to come lo such a conclusion as this, and
there is a grest misfortune in it. Of
course these men are never able to leave
their work for a moment in other hands,
and so they become the bond slaves of
(heir own mistake. Now there is nothing
in which a great business man shows his
greatness so signally as in bis ability to
find men to do his work— lo find compe-
tent instruments to execute his purposes.
The greatest business man is always a
man of comparative leisure. Ula own
work is deliberately douu. It is, as a rule,
the small man who never gets a moment,
and who can never find a pair of hands as
good as his own. If a man cannot leave
his business, or thinks be cannot, ho
shows that he lacks the highest grade of
business capacity.
The leisure of Newport and Long
Branch and Saratoga, with its social ex-
citements and attraction*, is not that cer-
tainly which buys health in the cheapest
market. Stillness, rest, freedom of ac-
tion and of dress in the open air, distance
from the marls of trade— these pay best;
and, when these are properly and regularly
enjoyed, (he money that they cost buys
health and prolongation of life. Health
and a reasonably long life can, as a rule,
be bought by time and money, it men wii)
take them in tbeir season. Money avails
nothing to a worn-out nmn, but to a man
slowly wearing out it avails everything,
when properly used. Time and money
will buy health. Let every business man
mark our words, and avail himself of the
merchandise when it is in the market.—
illopicofthe Time,** Midsummer Scribner.
Whit Gmt ArtUti Say.
From Madame La Blache, Prims Donna
of Her Majesty’s Opera, and her already
celebrated daughter, Nina.
Mendelssohn Piano Co., New York:
Gentlemen— I must say that all of your
Upright Pianos upon which I have played
•re splendid. They have a solid powerful
tone, with a lovely singing quality, and
the action is perfect. Hoping that you
may live long to make such beautiful
pianos, I am, dear sirs, Yours truly,
La Blacbb,
Nika ia Blache.
When Thsre’i a Will There'i a Way.
Anydne who has the witl to try Thomas'
Eclectric Oil, will surely find tbe way to
robust health, Id cases of bronchial affec-
tions, sore throat, pains, etc.; and as an
internal remedy, it is invaluable,.
Pretty Good.
Jno. Bacon, Laporte, Ind., writes:
cnRl"Your Spring Blossom Is all you rKked
it up to be. My dyspepsia has all vanished ;
why don’t you advertise it; what allowance \ __ _
will you make if I uke a doxen bottles,
so that I could oblige my friends occasion-*
ally?" Price 50 cents, trial bottles 10
cents.
Proof Podtlfo.
We have tbe moat positive and con-
vincing proof that Thomas' Eclectric Oil
is a moat effectual specific for bodily pain.
In cases of rheumatism and neuralgia it
gives instant relief.
!$(!lfattl <fit0 ftm.
HOLLANI) PITY. yiOHIOAN.
boose, at Thomarrille, Qu, InTolred a Iom of
•100,000. , .
roLmoAXii
Th* New York Legialatifre indniged in
two ballots for Senator on the 20tb, I*pham re-
ceiTing 72 totes,' with 76 necessary ti a choice.
... .The Prohibitionists of Ohio held a convon-
pears that Don Carlos was expelled from
France at the request of the Spanish Oorern-
ment, which has long felt hurt at his toleration
in Paris...,.A Havan* dispatch says small-pox
is raging hi Ban to Domingo to a fearful extent.
Parties are daily organised to heln bury no-
tima. . . . .French crops are sufferiig from ex-
cessive heat and drought M • !
Th» Nihilists attheir recentcongroes,
WEEKLY HEWS REVIEW.
THE EAST.
Two buildings of the Pequot cotton-
mills at Philadelphia, owned by William Wood
A Son, and valued at •100.000, have been
burned.
•The New York Senate have finally
passed the bill abolisliing tolls on the canals in
that State.... A yacht containing six young
men was capsized at Boston, and all were
drowned.
A fire at Malden, Mass., originating
in the storage-house of the Boston Rubber
Shoo Company’s works, caused a loss of
•70,000, which is partly insurod. In the adja-
cent strnctnre was e250,000 worth of goods,
which escaped .... A fire at Wilmington, Del.,
in the iron-steamship yards of the Pusey A
Jones Company, damaged the concern to the
amount of •200,000, and threw out of employ-
ment a large number of men.
THE WEST.
The wholesale drn^ establishment of
James E. Davis A Co., Detroit, has been de-
stroyed by Are. The total loss was abont $55,-
000, and the insurance •40,000. Thomas Mc-
Queen, a fireman, was crushed to death by the
roof falling in. John W. Carter sustained
very serioua internal injuries, and two
other firemen had their limbs broken....
Sitting Bull, the famous Sioux chief, with a
following of 200 people, arrived at Fort Bu-
ford and surrenderea on the 20th of July.
Credit is to be given the scout Louis Legare
for his efforts to induce Bull to come to terms.
. . . .Three men were killed and two more fa-
tally injured by the explosion of the boiler of &
portable saw-mill at Watertown, near Marietta,
Ohio, i
This year’s Illinois State Fair will be
held at Peoria from Sept 26 to Oct 2 ; that of
Iowa at Des Moines from Sept 26 to 33 ; that of
Wisconsin at Fond dn Lac Sept 26 to 30 ; that
of Michigan at Jackson from Sept 12 to 17;
that of Indiana at Indianapolis from Sept 26
to 30 ; that of Minnesota at Rochester from
the 6th to the 10th of September...,
Another fiendish but unsuccessful attempt to
wreck a passenger train was made on the Atch-
ison, Topeka and Santa Fe railroad, near Law-
rence, Kan. Lucidly, however, the train was
detained at Topeka, and a freight, running out
of time, went into the trap, wrecking seven cars
and injuring the brakesman and engineer. . . .
Northern Minnesota and the Red river region
of Dakota report flattering prospects for a fine
wheat harvest ____ The Wabash and Missouri
Pacific railroads have secured a lease of the
8L Louis bridge for ninety-nine years, to take
effect Ang. L
Charles Edward and Albert Talbot
were hanged at Maryville, Mo., July 22, for
having, on the night of Sept 18, 1880, shot
and mortally wounded their father, Dr. Perry
H. Talbot, of Nodaway county, Mo. Albert
protested that he was entirely innocent of the
crime for which he was hanged, and charged
that one Wyatt, a hired man employed by Dr.
Talbot, and who was the approver in the case,
was the mnrderer. The boys’ mother, and a
Miss Lewis, the fiancee of Albert, accom-
panied the doomed men to the scaffold,
and there was quite an exciting scene....
There is wild excitement at Cheyenne over the
discovery of copper and silver near Fort Lara-
mie. Ore from the grass roots pays, the city
of Hartville has been laid out, and tenderfeet
are offered $3 per day as miners. . . . .An Illinois
farmer lias rbvenged himself upon the Indian-
apolis and 8L Louis road by commencing
9,000 suits for failure to keep axes and saws in
its cars. The aggregate claim is •1,800,000. . . .
The statue erected in honor of Gen. J. B. Mc-
Pherson at Clyde, Ohio, was unveiled m the
presence of & vast concourse of people. The
ceremony of unveiling was performea by Gen.
Sherman. Gen. Strong, of Chicago, delivered
the principal speech of the occasion. Gen.
Force, ex-President Hayes and Gov. Foster
spoke also.
Sitting Bull says that his people
have been bad. but, since they have had to
surrender their guns and ponies, they are all
good. He wanted his son educated as a white
man.... The principal towns of New Mexico
are raising fnnds for Sheriff Patsey Garrett
for service to the Territory in killing Billy the
Kid.
The Bethesda spring at Waukesha,
Wis., has been sold to Winfield Smith, of Mil-
waukee, who represents Wisconsin and New
York capitalists, who will organize a joint-
stock company. The consideration was
$125, 000.... T. H. Tibbies, of Omaha, who
has become prominent for his labors on behalf
of the Ponca Indians, has wedded Bright Eyes,
the daughtir of Chief La Fleshe.
The summer dramatic season at Mc-
Vicker’s Theater, Chicago, opens this week,
with the grand spectacular drama which has
created such a sensation in London and New
York, " The World.” It is the first scientific
attempt st literally molding together romance
and mechanism. The drama is not subordi-
nated to the spectacle, nor the spectacle to the
drama. Each is consistently maintained ; but
the surprises are most frequent and most last-
ing in tne spectacle. The mechanical devices
employed are, many of them, novel, and the
realism of the spectacle is astounding in sev-
eral of the episodes. It is quite needless to add
that 4* The World ” will be presented at Mo-
Vicker’s with absolute fidelity to the original
designs ; the mounting has involved weeks of
labor, and exhausted the craft of tbs scene
painters and mechanics.
THE BOOTH.
Deputy Colliotor Bratton left
Greenville, & O., .with four men, to destroy
the illicit still of John McDow, near Central,
in Pickens county. A desperate fight took
place, in which Brayton waa killed. McDow
and a negro companion, heavily armed,
threaten the life of any revenue officer who
approaches them. Commissioner Baum has
instructed the deputy collectors in South Caro-
lina to organise and arm a posse and arrest the
murderers.
Tobe Bell, who killed Dr. W. T.
Williams, a promment planter, was hanged at
^pazoo City, Hba.... A monument to the Con-
federate dead was unveiled at Culpepper, Va.
Some 8,000 persons were present.
•A mob in Perry county, Ark., recently
warned Judge Harris and Editor Matthews to
leave at once, but a truce waa effected. A few
nighta ago Matthews was killed by an assassin,
and notice was again served on Judge Harris.
Flames originating in Adler’s junk
store, in Peters street, New Orleans, caused
damage to the amount of •100,000.... There
was a dUastrons wreck on the Texas and Pacific
road, at the edge of the sand hills. The tool-
car jumped the track with about sixty men on
board. Three were killed and ten wounded.
The burning of Wright’s cotton ware-
Bt Pet«wtmrg, —
by A R. Ludlow, of Springfield, for Governor.
The ballot for Senator at Albany on
the 2 1st was without result The number ne-
cessary to a choice was 71, and Lapham had 65
votes, Potter 45, and Conkling 28.
The deadlock at Albany waa broken
July 22, and the Legislators adjourned the fol-
lowing day. The administration men made
some concessions by entering into a conference
or caucus in which Lapham was nominated by
a unanimous vote. He was afterward elected
to succeed Roscoe Conkling in the United States
Senate by the full Republican vote, the Demo-
crats voting for ex- Congressman Potter.
When Mr. Conkling received the dispatch ad-
vising him of the election of Lapham, ho im-
mediately seat the following telegram ;
New Yobs, July 22.
To the Hon. James Armstrong, Member of the As-
sembly, Albany : _ . | _
The heroic constancy of the Spartan band which
so long ht* stood for principle and truth has my
deepest gratitude and admiration. Borne down
by forbidden and abhorrent forces, and agencies
which never before had sway iu the Repub-
lican party, the nwmory of their courage and man-
hood will long live in the brightest honor. The near
future will vindicate their wisdom, and crown them
with approval. Please ask them all for me to re-
oeiva my grateful acknowledgment*.
Rogco* Conkling.
WASHINGTON.
A Washington dispatch rsays that
prison fare and dircipline have taken much of
the starch out of Gnitean, and have oven had a
cooling effect upon his inordinate vanity.
When first confined ho made frequent com-
plaints of his treatment. He regarded himself
as an important persouage, a prison-
er of state, and demanded better care
than was bestowed upon his fellow-pris-
oners, whom he deuominrtod
Czar one more warning, and that if he did not
heed it and begin the work of reform he and
his pig-headed advisers should perish ... .A Ha-
vana dispatch states that two employes of the
Spanish Bank of Cuba, at Matanzas, assisted bv
two accomplices, chartered t be steamer Ali-
cante. and left port with $200,000 specie, which
they embezzled from the bank.
The death is announced of Daniel Mc-
'Carthy, D. D., Roman Catholic Bishop of Kerry.
Ireland. He was one of the best theologians
of the Roman Catholic Church, and published
several works on scriptural subjects.
Sir Michael Hicks Beach moved a
vote of censure on the Government’s Transvaal
policy in the British House of Commons. Mr.
Rathbone, Radical, moved an amendment ap-
proving the action taken by the Gov-
ernment The amendment was adopted by
a vote ' of 314 to 205.... The Tunis-
ians have begun to qnarrel among
themselves, and some of the tribes have asked
for French assistance. France will not have
much trouble in quelling the troubles in Tnnis
now. They are acting vigorously, however.
Gabes was bombarded by fifteen French vessels.
. . .Baron Von Geyso, a promising young officer
in BerUn, was killed in a dnel with a brother offi-
cer. At the University of Gottingen two stu-
dents fought a duel with pistols, one being
mortally wounded. At Gibraltar, in a duel be-
tween two Spanish officers, one was killed and
the other seriously wounded.
common
felons. He protested against being put on a
level with the other prisoners, said he was a
gentleman, accustomed to having the best of
fare, and. in fact, to luxury, and insisted that
ho should be so treated. He has not ceased to
complain and to want better treatment ; but his
manner is changed. He is more subdued, and
apparently begins to realize that others do not
regard his crime in the light that he doea.
President Garfield, referring to the
election of Mr. Laphaan, said: “Well, lam
glad it is over. I am 'sorry for Conkling. I
shook! tike to give him a foreign mission."
GENERAL.
A Washington dispatih say* that
members of the National Board of Health are
manifesting some concern at the reporta of the
appearance of yellow-fever in one of the South-
ern cities. The fever is very bad at Havana.
Some figures form the census in re-
gard to the registered bondholders show that
the District of Columbia contains more of this
class in proportion to its population than any
of the States. Massachusetts stands sec-
ond on the list, and New York has a
large representation. The Western and
Southern States make a poor showing....
Postmaster General James has issned a circular
informing Postmasters that from this tune on-
ward they will be required to forward to the
Auditor of the Treasury Department, unmedi-
atclv after the close of every quarter, a de-
tailed account of the business trans-
acted in their respective offices, under
penalty of removal from office....
The total value of exports of domestic bread-
stuffs from the United States during the twelve
mouths ended June 30, 1881, was $265,561,-
828; twelve months ended June 30, 1880,
$282,132,618.
From advance sheets of “ Poor’s Man-
ual for 1881,’* covering statistics of the rail-
roads of the United Statea for 1880, it is
learned that the total number of miles of rail-
road in the United States at the close of the
year was 93,671, indicating new construction
during the year of 7,174 miles. Of this only
a litUe over 84,225 miles were operated.
The capital account of these roads was
as follows : Capital stock, •2,553,733,176 ; fund-
ed debt, •2,392,017,820; other debt, •162,489,-
909 ; total, •5,108,241,906. The cost of rail-
road and equipment aggregated J4, 653, 609, 297.
Upon bonds •107,866.328 interest was paid, and
on stock •77.115,411. The gross earnings re-
ported for the vear aggregated $615,401,931,
against $529,012,999 in 1879. The net earning*
were $255,193,436, against $219,916,724 in 1879.
Earnings were divided between freight
and paisenger in the following proportions —
viz.: Freight, $467,748,928 ; passenger, $147,-
653,003. For the previons year they were di-
vided as follows : Freight, $386,676,108 ; pass-
enger. $142,336,191. Of the total mileage
83,699 miles wore laid with steel rails. Sta-
tistics of equipment show that 7,949 loco-
motives, 12,789 passenger cars, 539,355 freight
cars and 4,786 miscellaneous cars were em-
ployed.
Nathan Clifford, one of the Justices
of the United States Supremo Court, died at
his homo in, Cornish Me., on the 25th of July.
The deceased was born in Rumney, N. H.,
Aug. 18, 1803, and removed to Maine at the
age of 24. He was elected to Congress in
1833 ; re-elected in 1840. He was Attorney Gen-
eral in the Cabinet of President Polk from Oct.
17, 1846, to June. 1848, following which he was
for some time Minister to Mexico. In 1853
President Buchanan appointed him an Asso-
ciate Justice of the United Statea Supreme
Court, and as such he officiated until a few months
ago, when he was completely incapacitated by
disease. Ho was & member of the Electoral
Commission that seated President Hayes. . . .
. . . .The City Engineer of Montreal has found
a woman who for sixteen months has been
engineer in a boot-heel factory, has a perfect
knowledge of her business, and never met
with an accident ____ A farmer named Wilson,
living on the tine of the Kingston and Pem-
broke railway, ' in Canada, while passing
through the woods was torn to pieces by a
bear and nearly devoured before his fate was
learned. FOREIGN. ,
It is reported that England has in-
formed France that, Tripoli being Turkish ter- 
ritory, any attempt on the part of France to
interfere in its internal arrangements would
open up the whole question of the European
guarantee to the Turkish empire; that on
France being so informed she hesitated,
and finally concluded not to interfere .....
There is a promise of abundance for the Irish.
The potato crop is reported to be in excellent
condition, and the prospects are that the yield
THE PRESIDENT.
Washington, July 2L
President Garfield passed a very comfortable
day yesterday. • He took a little solid food in
tlie morning in addition to the usual quantity
of liquid food, and gained considerably in
strength. He continued to gain during the
evening, and the afternoon fever has
subsided. A piece of cottou cloth about a
quarter of an inch square, with woolen fibers
adhering, eame away spontaneously with the
pus from the deeper part of the wound. Dr.
fieyburn said the discharge of this piece of
o’oth indicated that the wound is drained to the
bottom ; tbe wound, he said, continued to heal
nicely inside, and that, at the present progress,
the patient would be out of danger iu a few days.
The President has taken to reading the daily
journals, and listens to the telegrams and let-
ters of sympathy which have accumulated since
the shooting, in which he takes the deepest in-
terest. He is well enough to laugh heartily at
the cuts in the pictorial weeklies.
Washington, July 23.
The President continues to progress favor-
ably. He is gradually gaining strength, and
the physicians are now all bat confident of his
recovery. The wound continues to discharge
healthy pns. Yesterday a fragment of bone
came with the pns, which indicates that the
depths of the wound are being drained.
Still the President is very weak. The physi-
cians say that the food which he receives is now
sufficient to add a little to his strength, and to
supply the waste which is constantly going on
throngh the wound, bat it is foand that ho is
not y el capable of resisting any un-
usual excitement, and, for this reason,
tho surgeons in charge  insist upon
as perrect qniet as can 'be secured.
Hon. George B. Loring, Commissioner of Agri-
culture, had an interview with the President,
in which the latter recalled his promise to visit
the Wisconsin State Fair, and declared that he
had not yet given up the trip.
tt j^Jnoton, July 25.
President Garfield had an alarming relapse
on Saturday. The wound, which had for sev-
eral days discharged a considerable quantity
of healthy pus, became obstructed near the
inner end of the drainage tube, ^ hile the pro-
cess of snppuration in the deeper parts of the
wound continued. A “ pus cavity.*' partial or
complete, was thus formed, and the discharge
from the mouth of the wound ceased. The
patient waa then titiren with a chill, which was
followed by a high fever, the poise rising to
130 and the temperature to 104. His condi-
tion caused great alarm, as it was feared
that blood-poisoning had set in, or that an
abscess had begun to form. An ex-
amination of the pus discharged, how-
ever, showed that all the indications of
blood-poisoning were absent. Further ex-
amination showed that there woe tittle to
fear from the formation of an abscess, and
that the chill and subsequent fever were caused
by the “ pus cavity ” alone. Drs. Agnew and
Hamilton were hastily sumraonod to Washing-
ton. An examination of the wound by these
eminent masters of surgery showed be-
yond doubt that a “pus cavity” had
formed in the track of the ball and
beyond the point where it glanced from
the rib, and that the cavity could only be
reached by an incision three inches below
the mouth of the wound. The Incision was
made bv Dr. Agnew, and tbe cavity was
reached at a little more than an inch below
the surface. A tube was inserted into this in-
cision, and the pus commenced to Mow
freelv, and tho discharge was entire-
ly satisfactory to the physicians. Since the op-
eration the President's condition has continued
to improve. This morning he is resting easily,
and tbe physicians say that, notwithstanding
the complications, the chances are in favor of
bis recovery.
Dr. Agnew had the cooling npparatus taken
out of Ae President’s room. He said it kept
the Pr&ndcnt’e tempera tors uneven.
Prof. Bell’s electnoal Indicator for locating a
bullet m the human body was experimented
with before Dr. Agnew. 'The result showed
that the invention could beTetied on when the
ball was only two inches below tho surface.
Washington, July 26.
The President has passed a quiet and com-
fortable day and night, and the surgeons take
a very hopeful view of the situation. The
Preadaot partook of milk, beef juice,
and a litUe toast in snffioient quanti-
ties to maintain his strength. There
was a fairly copious duebarge of
healthy pus daring the day. A alight pres-
snre on the front wall of the abdomen increases
the discharge. Dr. Bliss says there is little
reason to fear the formation of a new pns cav-
itv, because the discharge is free and uninter-
rupted. There has not been st anv time any
symptom of Wood-poisoning in the President’*
case, rnd Uiore is no tea son to apprehend it now.
.Tt.e do tonconduded bv saying that the Presi J ent
wafaijree urvm better Ahan by .was last Friday,
lir. Agnew oanl that the President’s chances of
recovery arc tfood, but he is not out of dan er.
He thought Mist ho may yet bo able tojdocato
will be Urge and the quality of the tubers j ^ tkilst, which ho wishes renmyod. He ssid
good..... Egypt is going to abolish slavery ! there may be another chill resulting from the
Gnitean seems to be rather pleased than
otherwise at bis present quarters. He U
afraid that if he should get outside the prison
walls ho would be meted out speedy justice.
The other day when asked to go down into the
Warden's office he very reluctantly consented,
fearing tlut it.waearuse toge|bim into the
peoplus hands. The cowardly scoundrel yet
exprtL.M.» a wish that the President may die.1 if Washington, July 27. ;
Some splinters of the bone were removed
from the President’s wound yesterday by Dr-
Agnew, and after the operation tho patient felt
much better and the pus began to flow more
freely. The temperature and respiration fell to
their normal condition and tho pulse fell to 96.
Surgeons say there is nothing critical or danger-
ous in too President’s condition. He was, they
said, better last night than he has been for live
days, and everything looks favorable. He took
nourishment, consisting of beef extract, milk
and lime water and toast at various intervals
yesterday. There were only slight febrile symp-
toms last evening, and the temperature rose to
only 100.7, as compared with 100 8 the previous
day, and almost immediately receded to a more
satisfactory figure. Thrs morning tho patient
is resting comfortably.
Tho surgeons took out the semi-circular
drainage-tube yesterday and inserted a straight
one into tho new incision. They intend to al-
low tho mouth of the wound to heal up and to
drain tho wound through the incision made
Sunday. * • ,
The President’s medical attendants have de-
cided not to bo interviewed any more about the
phases of his case, as they claim they have
been misconstrued by reporters. Hereafter the
official bulletins will be the only source of in-
formation touching the patient’s condition.
Mrs. Garfield’s weakened condition and nerv-
ousness causes considerable uneasiness. Dr.
Boynton and Mrs. Edson are looking after tho
good lady’s welfare, but are couviuced that her
husband’s recovery and & ch ange of air and
scene must precede any great improvement in
her condition. _
THE NATIONAL DEBT.
ADDITIONAL NEWS.
Various Issues ol Bonds, and Their
Distribution by Suites.
Of the total national debt at tho dates near-
est the close of the census year, June 30, 1881),
$1,173,749,250 were registered. To make this
total the various issaos of the bonds are taken
at the following dates:
Begtrtered 4 per cent*, consols of 1907.
on which the quarterly dividend of
interest was paid July 1, 18«0 ....... |628,100,590
Registered 4)tf-per-cent. funded loan of
INI, on which the quarterly divi-
dend waa paid June 1, 1880 ......... 170,280,800
Registered 5-per-ceut loan of 'Si, on
which the quarterly dividend of in-
terest was paid Aug. 1, 1880 ......... 294,440,800
Registered 6-per-ceut. loans of ’80 and
'81, on which the semi-annual divi-
deud of intereat waspaid July 1,1880 180,926,700
ToUl ....................... $1,173,749,250
Mr. Robert P. Porter, who has had charge of
this branch of the census work, found that the
registered bonds were distributed through the
country as follows:
Private individual* and oorporations. $604,990,400
Foreign holders ...................... 27,894,350
National banka (to secure circulation. 319,937,800
Total ............................. $992,822,.’ 50
The 6-per-cent, bonds were only payable in
ten cities of the country, and, in consequence,
it was impossible to distribute them in States
and large cities, as was done in the case of 4,
4^ and 5-i)er cent. bonds. From this total of
$1,173,749,250, mere must bo deducted the ag-
gregate of the 6-per-cent, registered bonds at
that time, which was $180,926,700. After de-
ducting this amount there remained of tbe
other three species of registered bonds $992,-
822,550.
It will be extremely interesting to note tho
distribution of the $644,990,400 of bonds which
were owned by private individuals and corpora-
tions. These owners number 73,114, and are
distributed in the various States as follows :
1‘ercrnlaijt J'erctntaq*
An attache of the Chinese embassy
was interviewed st Cheyenne on the with-
drawal of the students from the American
soho jIs. He stated that his Government would
hereafter send jts yomm men to England,
France or ’Germany beyond the reach of the
progressive ideas teught hr $he United States.
A fierce hurricane swept over the
country in tho vicinity of Troy, N. Y. Rama , p
and other buildings were demolished, trees
uprooted and tho crops were greatly damaged.
Several buildings were destroyed by lightning,
and a number of horses and cows were burned
to death;
At Yazoo, Miss., a negro named Isaac
Fisher outraged a young lady and threw her
in a cistern to drown her, but, tho water being
too Bhalloyr, he slid down the chain and held
her head under the water until she drowned.
He then tried to climb tho chain, but
found himself caged, and was soon de-
tected. Tho demon was summarily lynched —
The pork-packing establishment of Cassard
Brothers A Co., Baltimore, and the tin-can fac-
tory of George L. Krebs were destroyed by fire,
the loss aggregating $11)0,000.
The Southwestern railroad managers
and the Governor of Missonri met in confer-
ence at St. Louis for the purpose of deliberat-
ing noon means to bring the Rock Island train-
robbers to justice. In stating the object of
the meeting, Gov. Crittenden referred to tho
disgrace brought on the State by tho escape of
tbe outlaws, and tho fact that they were still
at largo. He also, it is said, called for
the co-opcration of the railroads in the
efforts of tho State to effect their capture,
giving it as his idea that nothing would go so
far toward bringing about this end as tho offer-
ing of a large reward. Tho Missouri Pacific
offered to contribute $5,000, the Iron Mountain
$5,000, and five other roads coming forward
immediately with $5,000 apiece. The lowest
amount given was $2,500. 3 he contra® was
drawn and signed, the subscription amount-
ing to $50,000, $20,000 of which is for tho
apprehension of the Janies boys, the remainder
in equal portions for tbe rest of tbe gang —
A ten-mile horse race between Miss M. Pinneo,
of Greeley, Col., and Miss Curtis, of Topeka,
Kan., came off at Leadville. Miss Pinneo won
the race in twenty -six minutes. Her competitor
dismounted and’faiuted on the eighth mile.
The Bey of Tunis has fallen into dis-
grace and disrepute with his people for his too-
ready acquiescence in French rule. His
soldiers have deserted him en masse,
and he now finds it difficult to procure
enough men to guard his palace....
Russian telegrams report the revival of perse-
cutions of the Jews in the province of Poltava,
when, in consequence, seventeen villages
had been deserted. The Siberian
plague, which attacks man and beast
alike, Is ravaging the cattle in Livonia . . . .
The French captured Gabes, on the African
coast, and the French troops how occnpy the
town. Little resistance waa encountered, and
only seven Frenchmen were wounded in the as-
sault Two hundred Frenchman compose tho
garrison of the captured city.
State. Number. qf Hand-holder*. o/ 1‘opu-latwn.
Mutiachusetts ....... 16,855 23.04 3.56
Ne* York ...........14.8U3 20.24 10.14
Peunaylvanhu .......10,408 14.23 8.54
Ohio .................4,130 5.64 6.37
Illinois. .............. 3,101 4.23 6.14
New Hampshire ..... 2,!'39 4.U2 0.69
New Jersey ...........2,715 3.70 2.25
Connecticut. ......... 2,367 3.22 1.24
District of Columbia. 2,357 3.21 0.36
Vermont ............. 1,909 2.01 0.67
Maine ............... 1,711 2.34 1.29
Missouri ............. 983 1.27 4.32
920 1.20 1.86
Banks ............... 906 1.26 Ncne
Rhode Island ........ 838 1.'24 0.55
Indiana ............. 1.00 3.96
Insurance companies. 621 0.85 None
Virginia ............. 458 0.63 3.02
Michigan ............ 553 0.62 3.26
Kentucky ............ 0.61 3.29
California ............  411 0.56 1.72
Teuue-Hee ............  369 0.51 3.07
Wisconsin ............ 342 0.47 2.62
Kaunas ............... 326 0.46 1.99
Iowa ................. 283 0.39 3.23
Louisians ............  262 0.35 1.87
West Virginia ........ 0.26 1.-26
Misslsiippi ...........  157 ('.‘20 1-25
North Carolina ........ 142 0.19 •2.79
Texas ................ 139 0.19 3.17
South Carolina ........ 137 0.19 1.95
Alabama .............  P26 0.16 2.52
Territories ........... . Ill 0.14 1.27
Delaware ............. 0.13 0.29
Miuuecota ............ 0.12 1.55
Arkai.nas ............. 0.09 1.60
Florida .............. 9.09 0.5)
Colorado ............. 61 0.09 0.39
Geoi'uia ............... 0.08 3.06
Nebraska ....... ..... 0.07 0.90
Nevada .............. O.t'3 0.11
Oregon .............. 14 0.O2 0...4
Total ........... 100.00 100.00
Preaching: from Note*.
A certain minister of Scotland had a
custom of writing the heads of his dis-
course on small slips of paper, which he
placed on the Bible before him, to be
used in succession. One day when ho
was explaining the second head, he got
so excited in his discourse that he
caused the ensuing slip to fall over the
edge of the pulpit, though unperceived
by himself. On reaching the end of his
second head, he looked for the third
slip; but, alas I it was not to be found.
“Thirdly,” he cried, looking around
him with great a*ixiety. After a little
pause. ‘ ‘ Thirdly, ” again he exclaimed ;
but still no thirdly appeared. “Third-
ly, I say, my brethren,” pursued the be-
wildered clergyman ; but not another
word could he utter. At this point,
while the congregation were partly sym-
pathizing in his distress, and partly re-
joicing in such a decisive instance of the
impropriety of using notes in preaching
-—which has always been an unpopular
thing in the Scotch clergy— an old wom-
an rose up and thus addressed the
preacher : “ If I’m no mista’en, I saw
thirdly flee out at the east window a
quarter of an hour syne.”
THE MARKETS.
by allowing the owners to retain the slaves
owned by them at present, but allowing no
more persons to be enslaved in the future.
Relations between France and Tur-
key are said to be entirely amicable. Tbe
Porte has satisfactorily explained the reason
for sending troops to Tripoli, and declared that
she had not stirred up any ill feeling in Tnnis
or Algiers. . . .At the Widnes (England) athlet-
ic sports, Myers, the American athlete, won
the quarter-mile and the half-mile races
with “ridiculous wise.” Myers’ racing
powers were regarded as marvelous"
by the assembled Britons ..... It ap-
couditiou the President has passed throngh
bnt no more serious' complication* are looked
for in the case. There are evidences of the
old wound’s healing.
Ex-Renator Conkling, in company with Sena-
tor Jones, of Nevada, called at the White
Honso yesterday, and bad an interview with
Dr. Bliss. Mr. Conkling said ihatthe unfavor-
able turn in tho President's esae was a source
of anxiety to him ; and. on being informed by
Dr. Blisa that the symptoms were of an en-
couraging character, ho -expressed himself as
grettly pleased. He requested Dr. Bliss to
convey to Mrs. Garfield the expression of his
ainrere sympathy.
It is an imurosting uct that Massachuit its,
wiUj only 3)^ per cent of tho total population
of tho country, has over 23 per cent, of the
total number of bondholders, while New York,
with over 10 per cent, of the total population,
has 20 per cent of the bondholders. Ohio has
over 6 per cent of tho total population and
over b}4 per cent, of the bondholders. Illi-
nois ana New Hampshire each have over 4 per
cent of the bondholders, while the former
has over 6 per cent, of the population of the
country and the latter only 6-10 of 1 per cent
Oregon has the least number of holders, 14,
and Massachusetts the highest 16,855. Of
the number of holders (73,114), 42,262 are
males, 29,325 are females, and 1,627
are corporations , and of the amount
held the males own •327,185,500, the females
$90,353,350, and the corporations •227,451,550.
The average per capita lor the male holders is
$7,741.84; for toe female holders, $3,081.10;
for the corporations, $148,953.20; and for both
sexes and the corporations, $8,821.70. Of the
$614,990,400, no less than $410,279,41:0 is held
hi amounts of over $5o,ub0; $58,730.6)0 iu
amouuts varying from $25.00Ujto $50,000;
$59,143,850 in amounts exceeding *10,000 and
reachiug to $25,000; $41,079,900 in amounts
exc.eding $5,000 and reachiug to •10,000;
$33,070,950 iu amounts exceeding $2,500 and
reaching to «5,00U; $22,032,550 iu amounts of
over $1,000 and intending $2,500; •13,097,250
in amounts Of over •oOO and including •1,000,
and $755,900 in amounts of less than $500.
The general conclusions, Mr. Porter says,
are that, while over 36 per cent, of the holders
reside in the New England tales, not more
than 11 per cent, of ihe aggregate of bonds
are owned in New England. On the other
hand, over 42 per cent, of tho holders have
their residence iu the Middle States, and up-
ward of 40 per cent, of t^e aggregate amount
of bonds are held m that section ; over 3)4
per cent, of t holders reside in the Southern
Htates, and about 2 per cent, of tbe bonds are
owned there. In tbe Western States are 15
per cent of tbe holders and nea< ly 8)4 P**
oent. of the bonds. The banks and other cor-
porations, representing m number only 2 per
cent, own about 35 per oent of the bonds.
NEW YORK.
I'F.EVES ............................ |7 V> (319 00
Hoas .............................. 6 30 0 6 50
Cotton ............................ HVO4 12
Flour— Superfine .................. 4 15 @ 4 80
Wheat— No. 2 Spring... ........... 1 22 r<* 1 28
No 2 Red ..... I. ........... 1 28 £ 1 29
Corn— Ungraded .................. 47 68
O -ts— Mixed Western .............. 40 (4 45
P«rk— Men ...................... 18 00 (418 25
Lard ............................. 12 (4 121*
CHICAGO.
i Beeves— Choice Graded Steers ..... 6 80 (4 fl 25
Cows and Heifers ......... 3 UO (4 4 60
Medium to Fair .......... 5 40 (4 5 55
Hons ............................... 5 10 (<4 6 80
Flour— Fancy White winter Ex... 5 85 (4 « 60
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 6 00 (3 5 50
Wheat— No. 2 Spring ............. 1 18 (4 1 19
No. 3 Spring ............. 1 05 (4 l 10
Corn— No. 2 ....................... 49 (4 50
Oaib-No. 9 ....................... 44 @ 45
Rye-No. 2 ....................... '  97 (4 98
BaBLKT-No. 2 ..................... 99 (4 1 00
Butter— Choice Creamery ......... 19 (4 23
Eios— Freeh ......... ............. 11 0 12
Pork — Mesa .............. •. ........ 18 26 @18 60
Lard .............................. 12*0 12*
MILWAUKEE.
Wheat— No. 1 ..................... 1 15 0 1 20
No. 2 ..................... 1 14 @ 1 15
Corn— No. 2 ...... 0 48
Oats- No. 2 ........................ 39 (4 40
Rtk -No. 1 ....... @ 96
Barley— Na 2... 0 »2
Pork-Mcm ....................... 18 25 (418 50
Lahd ............................... 11*0 12
8T. LOUIS.
Wheat-No. 2 Red ................ 1 20 0 1 32
C- xm -Mixed ...................... 47 0 48
Oats— No. 2 ....... .... ........... 37 0 88
Rye ... .. ............. ......... 9* 0 93
Pork— Men. ....................... 18 35 018 SO
Laud ............................. 11*0 12
CINCINNATI.
Wheat .......... . ................ 1 19 0 1 20
... 50 0 61
Rtk ........................
$18 25
TOLEDO.
Wh£Tt— No. 1 White ............ }
No. 2 Red. ................ 1 23
Corn .............................. “
Oats ....................... 81
DETROIT.-
Flour— Choice .................... 8 88
Wheat-No. 1 White ............. * 9®
Corn— Na 1 ..... JJ
SSsrSS?^:;:.:.:::.’-:;: i S
..... iiimiNATOUS.18 74 «‘,,W
Whkat-No. 2 Red ..... j ...........
Cohn— Na 2 .......................
°ATg' * ........ EAST LIBERTY,' PA.
Oattli— Beat ...................... 6 10 0 ® 50
Pork— Fair.... ................... : 5 00 0 6 00
Common ................. 4 50 @ 4 75
Hoos ............................... 8 30 0 ® 70
Sheep ............................ 8 00 0 4 W
0 1 26
0 1 240 540 32
0 7 25
0 1 210 650 14
(4 2 30
1 19 0 1 30
48 (4 4938^ 39
m.
HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.
Ohio has 7,643 prisoners in her jails.
Alfred H. Moore, of Philadelphia,
owns $75,000 worth of dogs.
Boston is giving its poor children
free excursions this year, and takes out
1,200 on each occasion.
A Nassau (N. H.) ex-soldier thrust
his wooden leg through the spokes of a
carriace- wheel, and brought up with a
round turn the runaway horse attached.
If Barnum doesn’t engage that gifted
performer he has lost his cunning.
Mbs. Platte, of Louisville, Ky., who
fell on a stove, burned all the flesh from
one side of her head, and scorched part
of her skull so badly that it began to
crumble, still lives, and the.^ injured
bones seem to be undergoing a process
of restoration.
According to the census of the year
1870 there were in the United States in
that year 202 deaths by lightning, or
twenty-five more than by yellow fever.
This year the deaths by lightning show
a heavy increase, many of the most re-
markable cases having been reported.
Toombs, in a recent interview, says he
had a great time in getting Lee into
the Confederate service. Davis wanted
to make Cooper the ranking General,
while Virginia wanted Lee made the
ranking General. To keep Virginia out
of the Union Lee was given the place.
dom is now estimated at only 56,000, of
which one-tenth is foreign. Capt Cook
in 1779 thought the Sandwich islands
had a population of 400^000, but thip
was a mere guess. In 1823 the number
of inhabitants was estimated, at 142, 0Q0,
and in 1853 at 73,138. TW yeaFs aio
it was 56,899, and is even less now. The
revenue of the kingdom is only about
$500,000, of which one-half is consumed
in the payment of salaries. The debt
is $300,000, and there is a pretty con-
stant deficit. On the whole, it isn t
surprising that King “Galifco” should
be anxious to sell out.
The tendency of the conservative En-
glishman to rush into objections to a
new idea is as marked as the alleged dis-
position of nature to abhor a vacuum.
Although the population of Great Brit-
ain is liable to be decimated in the rail-
road trains, they will not adopt simple
expedients to prevent the commission
of crime in them. And the first objec-
tion raised to the new tunnel between
England and France under the channel
is that in three hours a cavalry force
might be sent through to hold the ap-
proaches at the English end ; in eight
hours 25,000 men might be sent through
to hold it against any number. To this
it is replied that a can of nitro-glycer-
ine or dynamite would make the tunnel
impassible. Beside, it will be neutral
by common consent.
A man and his wife, of the name of
Zysset, have been sentenced in Switzer-
land to penal servitude for life for hav-
ing murdered all their children, number-
ing either five or seven. They admit
having put five to death, and there is
reason to believe that they killed two
others whose births they concealed.
Their motive for committing crimes so
was
Smokers will please take notice that a
Judge in New York has just decided that; terribly unnatural and revolting
a man has a right to punch a smoker in simply to save themselves the trouble ;
the ribs with the end of his umbrella if
he “ puffs the smoke of a bad cigar in
his face, even if it is in a smoking-car.”
The man has his right to smoke, and the
umbrella man has his right to punch, and
the New York laws refuse to step in and
and expense of bringing their children
up, for, though in humble circumstances,
the Zyssets seem to have been far from
poor, a considerable sum of money hav-
ing been found in the house when they
were arrested. The plan they adopted to
.ay that either was wrong. The smoker, get rid of the children was to deprive
who sued, had to pay costs.
Patrick Henry was twice married
and left fifteen children, and there are
now living probably more than 100 of
his descendants. William Wirt Henry,
a member of the Richmond bar and Rep-
resentative of that district in the State
Senate, is his grandson. Senator Roane,
of Virginia, was his grandson, and Gen.
Joseph E. Johnston is his great-grand-
nenhew, as was also William C. Preston,
the distinguished Senator in Congress
from South Carolina.
In the year ending June 1 twenty-
eight deaf men were killed on the rail-
road tracks of the United States. In
the same year two were shot for burg-
lars while prowling around houses, and
fourteen were run over by vehicles in
the public streets. It is asserted on em-
inent medical authority that, while sad-
ness usually accompanies blindness, ob-
stinacy goes with deafness. When a
deaf man will plod along on the railroad
track, head down and eyes on the rails,
he does more than most men with two
good ears would attempt.
Suicide in Berlin is showing signs of
increase, and investigations into the
causes of it are on foot. On a single re,
cent Saturday there were four cases
and statistics for the three years be-
tween 1875 and 1878 place the city far
ahead of London in the number of sui-
cides, and at only a short distance be-
hind Vienna. There were eighty-five
such deaths to each 1,000,000 inhabit-
ants in London during those years, and
285 in Vienna. For Berlin the propor-
tion was 280 per 1,000,000. Leipsic
shows the most alarming rate, it being
greater even than the rate of Paris, at
450 per 1,000,000 inhabitants against
400 for Paris.
them of food, and when the process of
starvation did not appear quick enough,
or the little ones' cried too much, it was
accelerated by strangling or knocking
them on the head. When the jury gave
in their verdict they expressed re-
gret that, under the present law of
Berne, the Zyssets could not be sen-
tenced to some severer punishment than
perpetual imprisonment.
The Hon. William Walter Phelps,
Minister to Austria, lately had hia first
audience with the Emperor. Preceded
by his jaeger, in cream-colored livery
and headgear of white plumes, Mr.
Phelps was escorted through many cor-
ridors and salons of the palace, the way
linod with bowing lackeys. At last, in a
lofty salon, destitute of furniture, he
was presented to Francis Joseph, who
was dressed in full uniform. Emperor
and Minister exchanged courtly saluta-
tions, and thep held a conversation in
French— a conversation cordial and com-
plimentary. , Bows the most profound
concluded the audience, and' the Minis-
ter retired, as he had come, through the
lanes of saluting attendants.
Prof. Draper, who made a close
study of the comet, said to a Now York
reporter: “The comet has been, on the
whole, an excellent subject for observa-
tion, and the results I have obtained
are far beyond my expectations. There
seems to be no reason why we should
not at any time fall in with a comet far
larger than any that has ever appeared.
It is well known that the inter-stellar
spaces are thronged with isolated bodies
of all sizes, from that of a shooting-star,
which is dissipated by a short flight I
through the air, to that of the largest
comet ; how much larger some of these
spheres may be it is vain to conjecture.
Now, the sun is moving through space
at the rate of from twenty to forty miles
a second, and may at any time fall in
with a body of inconceivable size, which,
being drawn toward it and rendered
luminous by its heat, would be turned
from a dark, invisible mass into a radi-
ant comet Indeed, it is pretty certain
that in the course of time our sun will
run foul of some other system • of stars,
which will bring the solar system to an
end. It is not impossible that our sys-
tem, should it fall in with a sun of sufli-
cient size, might itself be turned into a
comet, and so come to an end. The
possibilities that lie buried in the uni-
verse of stars and nebulro are limited
only by each man’s imagination. There
may be systems os complex as our own,
or much more so, which have lost their
light by the lapse of time, and are now
invisible; and such an obstacle in our
path would not be discovered until we
were close upon it. But these are idle
speculations, and liave no end.”
A BLUFF GAME.
Turulnf the Cheek ef a lAfe-Yasu*
mm Agent* . fj? -
[From theChicafo Inter Ocean.]
He was an old man, and said he’d seen
better times. I hoped he had, but, as I
was unusually busy and didn’t want
any life insurance, if he would excuse
me—
“ Oh, yes,” said he; “all right, young
man, I’ll drop in again.”
The next day he did “drop in,” and,
sitting down on my desk, began:
“Nothing in this world, my young
friend, will pay so big a per cent on the
little money invested as a policy in the
Mutual Benefit Association, the most,
and, in fact, the only, solid company on
«arth ; capital over $7,000,000, and so
prompt— why, I insured a man last week
for $10,000, and the same day he was
run over by a street-ear, so, when I sent
iu the policy and premium, I just said,
by way of a P. 8., 1 Run over by a hoss-
« ar not an hour after insured ; send on
check, as be can’t live ; both legs cut
off.’ The very next day I got a check
for $10,560. Dividend, my friend, was
more than the premium, and don’t you
call tliis prompt? That man’s widow
got this check before he had been dead
fifteen minutes.”
“ But,” said I, “ I have no wife and
don’t want any life insurance, I tell
you.”
“ The investment, my young friend—
the investment Look at the dividend.
This man got $560 in one hour, you
might say ; and then you will have a
wife some day. Now, you do want a
policy in this company. I know you do.
I'm an old man ; have had large and
varied experience, and I know you are
just aching for one of these policies,
only you are so extremely modest. Now,
I’ll just make out your application ; it
only costs you— let me see. How old
are you ?”
“Twenty-six, but—”
“ Twenty-six— hum. Father living?”
“No.”
“ How old was he when he died ?”
“ Twenty-seven years old.”
“ Twenty-sev6n, hey? What did he
die of? Accident, I presume.”
“No, sir; consumption.”
“ Consumption ? You don’t look con-
sumptive.”
“But I am consumptive, and—”
“ Mother’s living, I doubt not ? ’’
“ No sir ; she died at 28.”
“ What was the cause of her death ? ”
“Insanity, sir; hereditary insanity;
family’s full of it. All my brothers,
thirteen of us in all, sir, died between
24 and 28 of the same disease. Danger-
ous, too, some of them; my oldest
brother was taken about this tune one
day, and he killed his partner, book-
keeper, three clerks and fourteen cus-
tomers before they could secure him,
and-”
“ You don’t tell me. This is wonder-
ful. You look like a strong, healthy
man, likely to live filty years. Was you
ever sick? ”
“Oh, yes; I’ve had infiammatory
rheumatism, pneumonia, dysentery,
small-pox, mumps, liver complaint, fits,
corns and — ”
“ Good heavens 1 And you want me
to insure your life. Well, my company
is a good company, willing to take an
ordinary business risk, but I must say I
never knew them to insure a corpse.
I’d like to accommodate you, young
man ; you seem anxious about it, and I
feel interested in your family, but our
surgeon wouldn’t puss such an applica-
tion. Good-day. ”
fled with the situation. The hog is not
a liar, hypocrite or dead-beat. He acts
on the square, is always as represented,
and in dispoeition ki has few ‘equals in
the human race. He has been misun-
derstood and abused, and it is time that
his friends rallied to give him fair play.
Rich Find In a Trunk.
A young fellow who was one of the
'* reserve” was ordered to Rouen last
year to serve the usual fourteen days.
He had no trunk. His funds were low.
He asked a maiden aunt to lend him a
trunk. She had nothing but an old-
fashioned portmanteau, which was so
queer he refused to take it. He could,
however, find no other, and, ashamed as
he was to be seen in such company, there
was no help for it, shoulder it he was
obliged to do. Offered employment in
Rouen, he made it his home. The trunk
lay hidden and forgotten in a dark closet,
until one day while rummaging he came
upon it. He determined to send it back
to his aunt. As he emptied it he found
it had a double bottom ; he opened this
double bottom ; he found in it $16,000.
fle carried them to the bank and found
the money good. He capered for joy, not
only with his legs but with his tongue ;
so ne\ta of the discovery reached
his aunt’s ears, and she said the money
belonged to her, and she found the junk
dealer who had sold her the trunk ; 1 •
willingly became her witness to this fact,
but added : “ Zat drunk ees my righds
and zat monish ees mine.” So they have
all gone to law.— Pam Correspondence
New Orleans Picayune. ,
Meretricious Alms-Giving.
“if,” says an English critic, “any
cause or society wants funds, the ma-
chinery employed for collecting (them
should be sincere and simple. If monej
does not then come in, the inference is
that the money is not wanted. Meretri-
cions alms-giving is one of the scandals
of the day.
“Did you find Mr. Spriggins, Pat-
rick ? ” “I did, surr. ” “ What did he
§ay?” “Niver a worrud, butt.” “No*
a word?” “Not a worrud.” “Why
not, Patrick?” “Because he was out,
Burr.” “ Out ! I thought you said von
found him,” “I did, surr; I found him
I cu*.” , _
Kino Kalakaua, report says, is roam
iug up and down the earth looking for
some guileless Prince or Princess upon I ^.Rhediva of
whom he may ’ ’ « ->—•-»-
islands. The
----- ------ | xua cul-amoiuto v* Egypt is meu-
y unload the Sandwich tioned as intending to become a resident
population of the king- • of Borne, having Ured of Naples.
Circumstantial Evidence.
A lawyer in Central New York gives
the following account of one of his first,
cases :
“My client sued a neighbor for the
alleged killing of a favorite dog. The
proof consisted in the mysterious disap-
pearance of the animal, and the posses-
sion of a dog’s skin bv the defendant,
which, after considerable argument, was
brought into court in evidence. It was
marked in a singular manner, and was
positively identified, with many tears,
by the plaintiff’s wife and daughter as
the undoubted integument of the de-
ceased Bose. In summing up to the
jury, I was in the midst of a highly-col-
ored picture of the virtues of the de-
ceased, and of the love of the children
for their four-footed friend, when I was
interrupted by a slight disturbance in
the crowd near the door of the little
school house which served as a court
house. Looking around I saw my cli-
ent’s youngest son, a tow-headed urchin
day, and he is content, while m<*t men
must chew, smoke and nibble between
meals knd have a lunch at bedtime. To
“act like a hog ” would be to mind one’a
business, go to bed early, and be satis-
mCHIGAN NEWS.
Galesburg has only one saloon, and
the people could easily get along with-
out that.
A boy named C. E. Hurd was drowned
in Saginaw river, at East Saginaw, while
bathing.
The Bay City Call calls for the con-
struction of free 1 nidges between Bay
City and West Bay City.
John Robin bon was accidentally
drowned, at East Saginaw, while sorting
logs in Au Sable river.
A loss of $25,000 was incurred at
Charlotte, Eaton county, by the burning
of the grist-mill owned by David G.
Clnre.
The Gazette reports that the army
worm is making sad havoc with the oats
south, southwest and west of Kalama-
zoo.
A new school-house, to cost not less
than $10,000 nor more than $12,000, is
ordered by the village of Portland, Ionia
county.
Miss Jennie Baird, of Ionia, .com-
mitted suicide by taking poison. The
cause, according to the Ionia Sentinel,
was “the old, old story.”
A crazy woman is wandering around
Kalamazoo. She appears to be dan-
gerous, is frightfully ragged and dirty,
and has been wandering around several
weeks.
A large warehouse at Kollamazoo,
belonging to Wm. G. Dewing & Sons,
filled with sash, doors, blinds, paints and
oils, was burned, involving a loss of
about $8,000.
A fire at Vestabnrg, Montcalm coun-
ty, burned 7,000,000 shingles, 250,000
feet of lumber and the station buildings
of the Chicago, Saginaw and Canada
railroad.
Port Huron Times: J. S. Cowgill.
of Lawton, bought a quantity of eggs of
an honest granger and set them in the
sun. A few hours after his eggs had
been transmogrified into a basketful of
live chickenB.
George Wilkes, for twenty-six years
an employe of the Marquette, Houghton
and Ontonagon Railroad Company asso-
ciation, foreman and road-master, was
run over and instantly killed by a coal
train at Marquette.
Seven blooded horses and colts owned
by residents of East Saginaw were run
over by a train on the Saginaw and Bay
City division of the Michigan Central
and injured so as to necessitate killing
them. The stock was valued at $2,000.
The little town of Wallace, Menomi-
nee county, has been almost entirely
obliterated by fire. Over 150 people
were rendered homeless. The loss is
estimated at $100,000, less than $6,000
of which was covered by insurance.
Mrs. Fred Winters, of Pottersville,
Eaton county, was cleaning house and
left a tub of boiling water on the floor
while she went for an armful of wood.
Returning she found her 3-vear-old boy
in the tub, scalded so that ho lived but
a few hours.
Ishpeming Agitator : Three coses of
women giving birth to triplets in this
county were recorded last week. One
in this city, one at Negaunee and one at
Humboldt. At this rate the census
enumerator will be kept busy on his
next trip.
About twenty years ago little Jimmy
McGinnis lived with his brother-in-law,
Henry Gordon, of the Board of Works,
Detroit, and ran away with James A.
Bailey, a famous circus man, who
adopted him. He took Bailey’s name,
and at his death succeeded to his busi-
ness. Recently he sought out his rela-
tives in Detroit, appeared at the show
with them, and entertained them royally
in the evening.
A young man drove into Utica, Ma-
comb county, accompanied by a young
miss about 15 years old ; destination,
Barnum ’s. They were quickly followed
by the father of the girl, who took her
into his possession and invited the young
man to settle for kidnapping his daugh
ter. The prompt payment of $15 settled
the matter, and the young man was
permitted to go on and see the circus
alone.
A fire at East Saginaw, originating
from a cigar stub dropped by some pass-
ing person, destroyed $160,000 worth of
property liefore the tiames could be
subdued. The property burned in-
cludes Wylie Brothers’ saw-mill; the
saw-mill of Pearson A Son; a salt block,
also owned by Pearson & Son; 4,500,000
feet of lumber, belonging to different
parties, and a number of tenement
houses. The total loss is estimated at
$160,000, upon which there was an in-
surance of about $75,000.
The St. Louis (Gratiot county)
Leader, in an article on the fast growth
and future prospects of that town, sums
up as follows : Indeed we may say that
St. Louis’ growth and prosperity are al-
most marvelous, and that, while we have
had occasion during the past few months
to travel quite extensively throughoui
Michigan and New York, we have seen
or heard of no town with a population
anywhere from 100 to 5,000 that is mak-
ing so rapid, substantial growth, or that
has so bright prospects for the future os
has St Louis.
While James Patterson, a farmer of
Oakland county, was reaping wheat, hia
team ran into a yellow-jackets’ nest,
were stung, and becoming frantic ran
away, throwing Mr. Patterson from oil
his seat on the knives of the machine
and dragging him some twenty rods,
lacerating his right leg in a fearful man-
ner. The thigh was literally cut to
pieces, and the ankle badly tom, so that
it was nujointed, the boue protruding
from its socket. Mr. Patterson lies in a
very critical condition and little hopes
are’entertained of his recovery.
The Detroit Evening News is croiug
for the enumerators of births and deaths
m that city, and unearths some startling
secrets of the inefficiency, laziness and
inaccuracy of these officials. One re-
ported a hir U in the family of Deputy
County Treasurer Stogg os a girl instead
of a boy, gave the mother’s name wrong,
the birth-place of both parents as un-
known, and Mr. Stagg’s occupation as a
teamster. Spelling is of no account
among these officers. Among the causes
of death cited by one are the following:
“Information on lungs" “crupe,”
“diahori,” “rumatiara,’ paraltees,”
“Brits dicease, ’’ “hoping cough,”
“spinal deciese,” “information of
bowls,” “punomia,” “diaherry,” “ne-
monia,” “bucking cough,” “ oresiples,”
“spaniel deciese.” The same intelli-
gent enumerator certifies that Abel
Canule, 62 years of age, died of “colara
fen ton,” w'liich is supposed to mean
cholera infantum. Another speaks of
“ whopping cough,” and another “hook-
ing cough,” another “ hermage of lungs,”
and so on.
SCRAPS OF SCIENCE.
Herr Tromholt thinks he can trace a
connection between the frequency of
displays of aurora and the phases of the
moon.
Dr. Ricoux maintains that while
Spaniards, Italians and French can be
acclimatized iu Algeria, people from the
North of Europe cannot. This result, if
well established, may have e very im-
portent bearing upon the colonization of
Africa in the near future.
Mn. Wigner, in the Analyst state*
that American corned-beef is twice as
valuable, as an article of diet, as fresh
boneless beef, and that the cooked ox-
tongues contain less salt and more nutri-
tive matter than the dried tongues usual-
y sold iu European markets.
M. Grehaut proved in recent experi-
ments that the quantity of earbonio acid
exhaled by any one individual of an
animal species varies but little. Irrita-
tions and inflammations of the respiratory
mucous membrane decrease the exhala-
tion of carbonic acid, which then tends
to accumulate iu the blood.
Mr. W. H. Preecf., the English elec-
trician, has determined with much ac-
curacy the area protected by a properly
adjusted lightning-rod. His conclusion
is that the protection extends to a conic
space whose height is the length of the
rod, the base being a circle having its
radius equal to the height of the rod—
an opinion which has been held by scien-
tific men for a long time.
Considerable changes in the water-
level of several lakes in California and
Oregon are reported It is stated that
Goose Lake, thirty miles long, was
nearly dry in 1853 and 1854, but con-
tained ten feet of water in 1870, and its
depth has since been increasing. Clear
Lake is also ten feet deeper than in 1854,
while Tube Lake, iu the same region, is
now ten or fifteen feet higher than then.
Though the invention of the barometer
is due to the mathematician Torricelli,
yet iu England Sir Christopher Wren
was the first to suggest that the varying
weight of the atmosphere was the true
cause of the variation in the height of
the mercury. This was a theory op-
posed to that of tho disciples of Des-
cartes, who ascribed the variation to the
influence of the moon.
Nearly every year there falls in some
part of the world a greater or less
of sulphur. Investigation, however,
shows the powder to be the fine pollen
of a species of pine tree. The pollen
grains float easily in the air, and are
often carried by gales a thousand miles.
When they faU on snow the effect is
often startling.
For preserving the natural colors of
dried flowers and plants, this process
has been recommended by German
scientists: Dissolve one part of salicylic
acid in 600 parts of alcohol, heat the
solution to boiling in a shallow dish, and
draw the plant throngh it slowly; shake
off any excess of liquid, dry between
blotting pajHir, and press in the usual
manner. Natural colors are said to bs
thus preserved in greater perfection than
by other processes.
It is believed that porosity is a prop-
erty of all bodies. An experiment per-
formed some years ago, to ascertain
whether water could be compressed, re-
sulted in proving that gold is porous—
the water inclosed in a hollow sphere of
gold and forced by the violent pressure
applied passed through the sphere and ap-
peared on the outside. The pores through
which the liquid was driven could not
have been more than the two-millionth
of an inch in diameter.
A certain Count Hugo von Engen-
berg, of Fratzbergin the 'Tyrol, is making
use of microphones— sunk in the ground
on a declivity of a hill, and connected
separately with a single telephone and
small battery— to discover a source of
watar for his castle. He intends to con-
duct the experiment by night, when dis-
turbing sounds and vibrations of the
ground are less frequent than hr day.
If a stream of water flows near the ap-
paratus it will pass the sound to the
telephone, and thus reveal the spring.
Members of Parliament
Members of Parliament receive no
salary. The cost of an election to Parlia-
ment is always considerable, and at times
immense sums of moi^y are spent in
dose elections. Persons become candi-
dates for the honor of it It has hap-
pened in the oases of some of the great-
•st statesmen of Great Britain that they
were brought out by prominent men,
and their ejection expenses paid by their
natrons.
HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
Saiurday, July 30, 1881.
THB NEW SENATOR OP NEW TORN.
Koscoe CookHnR’s successor ss Senstor
fr »m the State of New York is Elbridgc
G Lspham, now to be known as Senator
Lapham, the colleague of Senator Miller.
Neither Mr. Lapham nor Mr. Miller la a
great man— so far as they have given us
opportunity to judge of their size. Neith-
er of them is a statesman— so far as we
can Judge by their career in politics.
Neither of them Is au orator— so far as
cap be judged by anything that is known
of their speeches, if either of them ever
made a speech. Neither of them pos-
sesses any observable powers of mind— so
far as their powers have been observed.
Neither of them has been a leader of
the Republican party— so far as its leader-
ship is anywhere on record. Neither of
them has identified himself with any public
policy, though oue of them, if not both of
them, could tell an Interesting story of the
profitableness of private policy in political
life. '•
We cannot give the people any satisfac-
tory reason why Mr. Lapham was elected
a Senator of the United States, or why
Mr. Miller was elected.
Mr. Lapham, however will be watched
with interest in the Senate, and his con-
duct will be watched when he takes his
seat, aud performs his duties, as the sue-
cessoi of Senator Conkliug.
One result ol the election is that Mr.
Robertson of the State Senate aud the
Custom House, who has retained his seat
in the Legislature so as manage the Half
Breed operations, can now enter upon the
duties of bis office as Collector of the
Port of New York.
Mr. Lapham is of Canandaigua, but we
must give ids biography accurately by
saying that he was born at Farmington, in
New York. His birth took place in the
year 1814, and on the 18th of October, so
that he is now sixty-seven years of age.
He was brought up on a farm, became a
lawyer, and has been a member of Con-
gress for three successive terms, though wo
should not have known the last mentioned
fact if we had not found it in the Con-
gressional Directory.
It has been through a hard and tedious
struggle that the Half Breeds have de-
feated Mr. Conklingand elected their nom-
inee. It was on the fifty-sixth joint ballot.
The first ballot was taken on the 1st of
June, and the date of Mr. Conkling’s res-
ignation of the Senalorship was the 10th
of May. The election of Mr. Lapham
was brought about, after all, by a caucus,
in wbicb Mr. Conkling’s adherents took
part, and which secured their votes.
Elbridge G. Lapham aud Warner Mil-
ler— these are the names of the.two men
who now represent the State of New York
in the Senate of the United States.
The party who took 'dhe silver spoons
ffotn the Ice Cream Parlors of E. 8.
Dangremond will do wise to return them
forthwith, whereas the parly is known,
and exposure will follow if not returned.
24-3w E. 8. DANGREMOND.
Fine smoking and chewing tobaccos
on hand at tho novelty store of
24-tf E. 8. DANGREMOND.
geir IJMrtiwwmts.
$25 TO $50 PER DAY,
Can easily be made by using the
Celebrated
WELL AUGER AND
In any Part of the Country.
We mean it, and are pre-
paired to demonstrate the fact.
They are operated by either
Man, Horse or Steam Power,
and bore very rapid. They
range in size
3 INCH TO 4 1-2 FEET IN
DIAMETER
8T. NICHOLAS FOR AUJU3T
Begins with a poem of play time by the
editor, Mary Mapes Dodge, illustrated with
a full-page drawing by Jessie McDermott,
forming the frontispiece. Another poem
by the editor, entitled “The Elf and the
Spider, ” appears some pages farther on,
with a dainty illustration by Mary Rich
ardson.
Among the seven short stories are:
“From Sandy Hook to the Light-ship,” a
brisk account of the voyage of three boys
In a seine-skiff, illustrated by Graville Pe •
kins,— “Under a Fly-wheel,” an exciting
episode of factory-life, with a striking pic-
ture V. Nehlig,— “How Miss Jenkins ‘Got
Outol IV ” a lively school-story,— “Mark,
. the Dwarf,” a tale of Southern interest,—
“Cathie’s Story,” a capilal narrative of a
great event in the commonplace life of a
little form-girl,— “A Boy on (he Place," a
tale of how three dear old Indies cared for
a famished waif,— and “How we Belled
the Rat, and What Came of It, by Lizzie
W. Champney, illustrated by James Wells
Chumpney, a funny story of the remnrk-
able eflects of a prank by village children.
The number is profusely illustrated from
beginning to end; the Departments are
full of life and variety; a whole page is
devoted to the thousand and more mem-
bers of the new and vigorous “Agassiz
Association,” and here and there are
bright single pictures, jingles, comical
•ketches and pretty poems.
Don’t Thiov up tho Sponge.
When suffering humanity are enduring
the horror* of dyspepsia, indigestion, or
nervous and general debility, they are too
often inclined to throw up the sponge and
resign themselves to fate. We say, don’t
do it. Take Burdock Blood Bitters the
unfailing remedy. Price $1.00, trial size
10 cents.
Health, the poor man’s riches, and the
rich man’s bliss, is maintained by the
judicious use of Ayer's Sarsaparilla which
strengthens and Invigorates the system by
pnrifyiog the blood. It Is so highly con-
centrated that It is the most economical
medicine for this purpose that ’can be
used.
and will bore to any
REQUIRED DEPTH!
They will bore successfully
and satisfactorily in all kinds
of Earth, Soft Sand and Lime-
stone, Bituminous Stone Coal,
Slate, Hard Pan Gravel, Lava,
Builders’ Serpentine and Con-
glomerate Rock, and guar-
anteed to make the very best
of Wells in Quick Sand. They
are light running, simple in
construction, easily operated,
durable, and acknowledged as
the best and most practical
Machine extant. They are en-
dorsed by some of the highest
State Officials. We contract
for prospecting for Coal, Gold,
Silver, Coal Oil and all kinds
of Minerals.
Also for sinking Artesian Wells
and Coal Shafts, &c. We also fur-
nish Engines, Boilers Wind Mills,
Hydraulic Rams, Horse Powers,
Brick Machines, Mining Tools, Port-
able Forges Rock Drills and Machin-
ery of all kinds.
Good active Agents wanted in
every Country in the World. Address
wraN mmm u depot,
511 Walnut Street,
SAINT LOUIS, - MISSOURI.
State tn what paper yon saw this. 21-1 y
STEAMER
Fanny Shriver
Will make
TWO TRIPS DAILY
To the harbor of
BLACK LAKE.
OTHER;
i
SPECIALLY CONTRACTED FOR.
For rate B.o r accommodations address the pro-
prietor
CAPT. P. PFAN8TIEHL.
Holland, Mich.
Or Otto Breyman, Express Agent; or Williams
Bros., City Hotel, Holland, Mich. 20-8m
WHISKEY
The undersigned hereby informs
the public tbat he is
NOW PREP ARES
to sell his
WHISKEY
diea/per
THA1T EVER.
By purchasing from me you will
find that it is entirely unnecessary to
go to a Drug Store and procure it
under false pretenses, and you can
get it as cheap, if not cheaper, at
ray place than in any Drug Store.
GIVE ME A GALL
8. BROUWERS.
Zeeland, Mich., July 13, 1881.
RHICEIISriX
Planing Mill
In rebuilding onr new shop we have purchased
entirely new
Machinery of the mo»t Approved Patterns,
And we are confident we can satisfy all who
want
Planing, Matching,
OB
Re-Sawing Done.
WE HAVE A STEAM
DRY K: I LIST
AND THE
DRYING OF LUMBUli WIJ SHALL
MAKE A SPECIALTY.
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,
Or anythingln onr line mannfactured on short
noflee.
HS-ty WERKMAN A VAN ARK.
MENDELSSOHN1 PIANO CO.,
Will make, for the next 60 days only, a Grand Offer of
Pistnos £tn.cL Organs.
$850 Square Grand Piano for only $245.
Afyi f O I 0 Mairnlflcant rosewood case elegantly finished, S strings, 7 H Octaves, fall patent
0 1 1 LE W I a& cantaute agraffes, our new pstefat overstrung scale, beanttfUI carved legs and lyre,
heavy serpentine and large fancy moulding ronnd case, full trou frame, French Qrand Action, Grand
Hammers. In fact every improvement which can in any way tend to the perfection of the instrument
has been addon.
CT Our prloa far thia lustrumant boxed and deUvrered or board ear* (fcOZC
at New York, with fine Plano Cover, Stool and Book, only
Th’.e Piano will be sent on test trial. Please send reference if yon do not send money with order.
Cash seat wt'h order will be refunded and freight charges paid by ns both ways if Plano Is not Just as
represented in this Advertisement. Thousands In use. Send for Catalogue. Every Instrument fully
Warranted for five yeiir*.
Vbl  II A A 1160 to $4QO (with Stool, Cover and Book). All strictly rinsr-OLAss and sold
Ml II 1 1 BtWho.etMlu Factory prices. These Piunos made one of the finest displays at thsp Centennial Exhibition, and were unanimously recommended for the Highest
tUc history of Piauo !
Piano fully warranted for 5 years.
JUBILEE ORGANS
Kee<ls, vis.: Melodia, Celeste, Diapson. bub-bi
III 1 W Honors. The squares contain our New Patent Scale, the greatest Improvement In
making. Tho new patent scale Uptights are the Finest in America. Positively
we make the finest Upright Pianos, of the richest tone and greatest durability. They are recom-
mended by the highest musical authorities in the country. Over 11,000 in use. and not one diasat-
isfled purobaaor', All Pianos and Organs sent on 15 days' test trlal-AvM/ free if unta/Ufactory.
Uoii t fair to write us before buying. Positively wo offer the best oargalna. Plano Catalogue mailed
free. Handsome lllnatratt d and Descriptive Piauo Catalogue of 50 pages mailed for 0c. stamp. Every
Onr New Style Jubl ee Oman In Japanese Case, called
the “ ORIENTAL," Style 00, is the handsomest, tastiest
and sweetest toned Parlor Organ ever offered the musical
public. It contains FIVE OCTAVEb, FIVE seta of
t-lodia, cion. b-bi ’vaand Celestlua. Also Fifteen Beautiful Slope, m fol-
lows, via.: Melodia, Celeste, (a charming stop.) Dlnpson, t'nb-bass, Echo, Dulcet, Melodia Forte,
Celeste-Forte, Expression, Treble-Couple. Ceiestina. Bass-Conpler. Orand Organ, (which throws on the
entire power of the Instrument,) Right Knee Stop and swell, Left Knee Stop and bw ell. 11 eight', 70 in. ;
Length. 47 in.; Width, 24 In.; Weight, boxed, A50 Ihs. Tho case is of solid walnut, veneered with,
choice woods, and is of an entirely new and beautiful design, elaborately carvtd, with panels, muaie
closet, lamp stands, fretwork. Ac., all elegantly finished. Possesses all tne latest and nest improve-
ments, with gieat power, depth, brilliancy and sympathetic quality of tone. Beautiful solo effects and
perfect stop action. Regular retail price |275. Our wmeeale net cath price to have it introduced,
with stool and book, only $07— as one organ sold sells others. Poaitively no dewiaitloB In
Prioo* No payment required until you have fully tested the organ Tu your owir home. We send all
Organs on 15 dai/e teet trial and pay freight both ways If Instrument Is not as represented. Positively;
our Organs contain no *• Bogus ” sets of Reeds, or *• Dummy ’’ stops, aa do many other*. We make no
mlsrcpresentitirns, and guarantee honest and fair dealing, or no sale. Futlu warranted for 5 years,
orhe, .t,l« *»,»»), $!7 »K, $70. $75 $65, «c. Or.r 34,000 Kid, and .v.ry Organ haa
given tho fnlleat aatiafaction. Organ Catalomto mailed free.
Factory and Warorooma, 57th St. and 10 Avo.
QUCCT UIICip at one-third piice. Catalogue of 8.000 choice pieces sent for 8c. stamp. This
OllLLl HI UO I If Catalogue Includes most of the popular music of the day and every variety of
musical composition, by the best authors. Address,
MENDELSSOHN PIANO CO., P. O. Box 2058, New York City,
21-8mo
$1,000 FORFEIT!!
Immix Cancer Cure Depot, Coatl-
I I i I cook. P. Q. Canada.
Ranger cureH
without the use of the Knife.
The onlv permanent Cure In the world. For par-
ticulais enclose two 8 cent stamps to
S. C. SMITH, Coallcook, P. q., Canada.
ura* Swift and Certain. -Al
(Any paper can publish this for $0 per year, with
this note and paper sent regularly.) 1-ly
AY'S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.
TRADEMARK Tho Great Eu-TRADE MARK.
gllah Remedy,
an unrailiugenre
for seminal weik
ness, Sperma-
torrhea, Impo-
tency, and all
Diseases that fol-
low as aaequence,
„„ , 9m of Self Abuse: as . _
iiFoiE
tude, Pam m me Hack. Dimness of Vision, Pre-
mature Old Age. and many other Diseases that
lead tn Insanity or Consumption and a Prema-
tare Crave. •
particulars In our pamphlet, which we
desire to send free by mail to every one. The
bpeciflc Medicine is sold by all drug} 1st at $1 per
package, or six packages for $5. or will be sent
>n receipt of the money, by
THE CRAY MEDICINE CO.
free by mail o recel]
dressing G ........ ..... ..... ..
No. lOfi Main Street. Buffalo. N. Y.
For Sale In Holland by Heber Walsh. 32-ly
T art ke a charm on the
Urinary Organs, Kidneys and
Liver, restoring lost vigor,
and caring nervous debility.
NERVINE
PILLS.
$1 rpe box, or 6 for $5; sent sealed by mail. La-
di a’ Rubber Fountain Syringe. $2. by mail, sealed;
A o all kinds Rubber Goods lor Ladles and Gentle-
men, a book on Lo*t Manhood Regained, cause
and cure, luc. to pay postage. Dr. JAMES. 201
'll‘a30 Hi.Washington Street ChLago 41-1»
sTARTLINCDISCOVERY!
LOST MANHOOD RESTORED.
A victim of youthful Imprudence causing Prema-
ture Decay, Nervous Debility, Lost Manhood, etc.,
having tried in vain every known remedy, has dis-
covered a simple self cure, which he will send FREE
to his fellow-aufferen, address J. U, REEVES,
43 Ehatlwm m., X. Y. ^
YOUlia MEN
Will not only save money hut valuable time In the
future by attending tho Grand Rapids Baslness
College, where they will receive a through, quick-
ening, practical education. Send for CollegeJournal. 29-ljr
EXCURSIONS
fpttial §atUf*.
Call in and see oir beautiful Hue of
Summer Dress Goods. All shades, all
grades, all prices, at25-tf D. BERT8CH.
Mortgage Sale.
TVEFAULT having been’made in the conditions
Ly of a mortgage executed by Dirk Knlper and
Adriana Kuiper. hi' wife, to Mary Meu, dated
September twenty-.wUrth, 1877, and recorded in
the Register's office of Ottawa county, on October
ninth, 1877, in Liber 8, of mortgages, page 89'>; on
which mortgage there ta claimed due, at thla date,
one hundred sixty four dollars and sixty cents,
and no salt or proceeding having been instituted
at law to recover the debt secured by said mort-
gage, or any part thereof; Notice fa, therefore,
hereby given, 'at said mortgage will be foreclosed
by aale at pub c vendue, of the mortgaged prem-
ises, to-wtt: the east half of lot numbered three,
in b'oek fifty-five, city of Holland, Ottawa comity,
Michi an, at the front door of the Ottawa Connty
Court House in the City of Grand Haven, on
October third, 1881. on® o’clock, otter-
noon, to pay the snm doe on aald mortgage, with
Interest and ante.
Dated, July fifth, 1881,
MARY METZ, Mortgam.
J. C. Post, Attorney. A-18w
Copper, Tin ard Sheet Iron worker; plnmhcr
and steam fitter; does all kinds of sheet metal
work to order, or ispalring. Alio driven Wells
put down, and o’d pnrapa repaired. Stoves re
pnlrrd and pntnp, etc .etc. Inqnlre atthe Hard-
ware store of J.K- Kleyn, Holland, Mich.^ 85-tf
km WANTCD «>• B.w mi rwtMt_ _ S.lliBf Pietori*! Book* md BIMm. Prkotre4«ttl U Mr ct. NattoM) P.bllih'c Co., Ckk«o, UL
EARS -MILLION!
fit CWi Silas of Mi Oil
Fotffivily Blitttii tha Eurlig. sad li calf Aliohtt
Curs for BostoMi Sam.
This Oil i« extracted from a peculiar species of
small WHITE SHARK, caught In the Yellow Sea,
known as Carcharodon RontleletH. Every Chinese
fisherman knows It. Its virtues aa aresto'ative of
hearing were discovered by a Buddhist Priest
about the year 1410. Its cures were so numerous
and many so Beamingly miraculous, that
the remedy was offlciallr proclaimed over the en
tire Empire. Its use became so universal that for
otir 800 nan bo SoafSon kai oxiotod aaoafthi Chistte
pernio, bent, charges prepaid, to any address at$l
per bottle.
Only Imported by HAYLO’K ft CO..
Sole Agents for America. 7 Dey St., New York.
Its virtues are unquestionable and ita curative
character absolute, aa the writer can personally
testify, both from experience and observation.
Among the many readers of the Review In one
part and another of the conntry, It la probable that
numbera are afflicted with deafness, and to such it
may be aald: •* Write at once to Haylock A Co., 7
Dey Strait* New York, enclosing $1, and yon will
receive by return mall a remedy that will enable
you to hear like anybody else, and whoso puratlve
| effects will be permanent. You will never regret
' doing so,"- A /i/or Mercantile Review. 21-ftra.
TO NERVOUS SUFFERERS.
Tie Great Earopean Eemeir-Dr. J. B. Slmpson't
Specilc Medicine.
It is a positive euro for Spermatorrhoea, Seminal
Weakness. Impoteiicv, ana all diseases resulting
from Self- Abuse, as Mental Anxiety, Loss ol Mem-
ory. Rains In
Back or bide
and diseases
that lead to
Consumpt’n
Insan.ty and
an early
grave. The
bpecIflcMedi
cine is being
nsed with
wonderful success.
Pamphelts sent free to all. Write for them and
get full particulars.
Price, Specific, $1 per package, or six packages
for $5. Address all orders to
J. B. SIMPbUN MEDICINE CO.,
r Bnffalo.N.Y.
Sold in Holland hr D. R. Mkenos. 61-ly.
A Lecture to Young Men
ON THE LOSS OF
MANHOOD
A liotnra oa the Vitue, Tmtaeat, sad Radical Can
of bemlnal Weakness, or Spermatorrhtea. induced
by Self-Abuse. Involuntary Emissions, Impotency,
Nervous Debility, and Impedimenta to Marriage
generally; Consumption, Epilepsy, and Fits; Men-
tal and Phvslcal Incapacity, Ac.— By ROBERT J.
CULVER WELL, M. D. author of the “Green
Book,” Ac.
Tne world-renowned author, In this admirable
Lecture, clearly proves from hla own exper-
ience that the awful consequences of Self-Abuse
may be effectually removed without dangerous sur-
gical operations, bougies, Instruments, rings, or
cordials; pointing out a mode of cure at once cer-
tain and effectual, by which every sufferer, no mat-
ter what his condition may be, may cure himself
cheaply, privately and radically.
nr This Lecture will prove a boon to U.ousanda
aud thousands.
Sent under seal, In a plain envelope, to any ad-
dress on receipt of six cents or two postage stamps.
WK HAVE ALSO A SURE CURE FOR TAPE
WORM. Addresa
The Culverwell Medical Co.,
11 Ann St. New York, N.Y.; Post-Office box 4586.
_  • _ 8-ly
III a uvrn KMM* araiiiLS bitkiyes, of which I
WAN I Lll m#ke Buckeye PileOintnxnt, IV tTmUiUB
cur« hlii. ArfJuMwith it»u>p, Dr. J.N.TOiltr, SU Lsuli, Ma.
CURES PILES AND BURNS.
CURES PILES AND BURNS.
CURES PILES AND BURNS.
u/ts
TT-tet
Sold by all Druggists. PRICE 50 cents and 11.00.
Goto D. R. ME ENOS for Mrs Freeman’s New National Dyes. Fo* brightness and durability
color they are nnequaled, Color J to 5 lbs., price 15 cents.
IxTxises,
1881. SPRING AND SUMMER,- 1881
Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,
Flowers, Laces, Beaded & Silk
JACKETS, CIRCULARS AND DOLMAFS,
FANS A PARA'OLS IN GREAT VARIETY-
Silk A Satins In all desirable Colors. Crape, Gloves, Hosiery,
Germantown Yarn, Woosted, Canvas, Embroidery, ,
BILK A N 3D HAIR GOODS.
L. & S. VAN DEN BERG
EIGHTH STREET
lattings.
Ripb peaches are lo the market
Black Lake Is ahead on black bast
fiihlof.
The price uf new wheat is $1.01 to $1 .02.
Rev. Dr. Phelps has arrived home from
the East
Excursions and boatrides are the order
«f the daj.
The tow-boat York State Is hauled out
for repairs at Schols' yard.
The steam-barge Hilton called into this
port for fuel on Tuesday last
Mr. H. Compton, of Grand Rapids, is
trying his hand at black bass fishing near
the harbor.
Mr. H. Van der Haar la going to build
an addition to his store and residence on
Eighth street.
The first new wheat we have heard
from was received at the City Mills on
Thursday last, 21st Inst.
/ The heart of our townsmen— Mr. Fritz
/ Hummel— was made glad on Tuesday
( morning, when he was presented with a
Vgirl baby.
The amiable landlord of the City
Hotel, of Allegan, Mr. H. D. McDuffee,
was in town this week and bought one of
Mr. Boone's pet horses— for his own use.
Call again, Mack!
Mr. Chas. Metz, of Texas, is in town
visiting relatives.
The weather has been cool and pleasant
for several days past.
The familiar buzz of the threshing-
machine is heard again on every hand.
Mrs. H. C. Matrau and two children
have returned trom a five week’s visit to
her parents.
Miss Anna Breyman has arrived home
from a three weeks visit to Miss Ola
Kenyon, at loniar
Messrs. John and Alonzo Herold, of
Grand Rapids, are home for a two weeks
rest and recreation.
Mr. M. Dekker, of Zeeland, arrived
homo from his trip to the Netherlands on
Thursday and brought a lot of immigrants
with him.
The graveling of Fish street commenced
on Monday morning and is progressing
first-rate. We have heard the quality of
the gravel criticised, as being a little too
fine; however, others think it all right.
The new wheat is coming In. Mr. W.
H. Beach took in his first lot— 57 bushels
—on Monday last, and since that day it
has been coming in steadily.
List of letters remaining in the post-
office at Holland, Mich., July 28, 1881:
Miss Etta Story, Tina J. Sanders.
Wm. Verdeek, P. M.
Most of the markets have a rising ten-
deifty.
The Circuit Court of Ottawa County
will open on Monday next.
The new liquor law, known as the "iron
clad," goes into effect Sept. 10th, next.
Mr. H. Boone started on another trip to
Illinois, yesterday, to get some more fresh
horses.
Brazil begins to see with some alarm a
possible rival in Mexico In the coffee trade.
The Minister of Agriculture, who appears
to bo a sort of Le Due, is endeavoring to
avert the evil day by a liberal policy of
premiums.
Messrs. Geo. P. Wbllelaw, David R.
Powell and Wm. H. Gregg, of St. Louis,
say that fishing in Black Lake “caps them
all.” On Wednesday afternoon they got
75 pounds of black bass in a couple of
hours. It was a beautiful string.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Jacobussen, for-
merly of this city, now residing at Grand
Rapids, lost by death, their youngest
child, nearly two years of age, on Wednes-
day the 20lh inst.
The prophetic Vennor is 40. His father
was a hardware merchant, witli » house in
Liverpool and another in Montreal. The
prophet was educated at the McGill Uni-
versity of Montreal.
Quite a large number of excursionists
are camped at our harbor, among whom
we find the Mohawk Clnb of Grand Rap-
ids; also parties from Allegan and other
neighboring towns.
Rkv. Steffens, of Zeeland, was acquaint-
ed with Guiteau't (Garfield's would be
murderer) father, while s resident of Free-
port, III., severs! years ago.
Rev. Wm. Yokum is still visiting st his
son-in-law, Rev. M. D. Terwilliger, and
preached and able sermon on last Sabbath
morning. He will preach again to-mor
row morning. 1
The great Brooklyn bridge is rapidly
approaching completion. The chief delay
is caused by the tardiness of manufactur-
ers in supplying the steel suspenders, yet
the contractors believe that by October
promenade across the river will be opened
to the public. The event will be welcomed
by hundreds of thousands of people.
- - —
The subject of Mrs. Ann Eliza Young’s
lecture at Lyceum Hall, on Tuesday Eve.,
August 9lh, will be “Utah’s curse and the
Nation’s shame.” Her lecture is an ear-
nest appeal to the intelligent voters and
law makers to assist in stamping out this
blot upon our nation. She says, until
mormonism is destroyed she will have a
mission to perlorm.
GREAT SALE OF
Black Silks§ Black Cashmeres
At Prices that must insure the entire clearing out of
the whole Line in a very short time.
We offer extra heavy Grog Grain Silk at $1.00 that cannot be matched
for less than $1.25.
We will sell American Silk at $1.10, sold everywhere else at $1.35
We offer several pieces of extra fine Cashmere finish at $1.10, cheap
for $1.35.
We offer dne line at $1.26, worth $1.50.
We sell a Black Silk at $1.00 that cannot bo bought in this city for less
than $2.00.
BLACK CASHMERES.
Fine all wool Cashmeres 60c, former price 65c.
Extra fine and heavy 60c, cheap for 75c.
46 inches wide 75c, worth $1.00.
Extra heavy 46-inch 90c, former price $1.25.
As these prices are special and will nut last long ladies would do well to give them
an early examination and secure a bargain before they are all told.
F. W. WURZBURG.
COR- OAXTAXi Se BRONSON BTB.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Open every evening with 4 Electric Llghte, making onr etnre in (he evening as light ta day. Ex-
clusive Agency of the celebrated perfect fitting Domestic Paper Fashions.
t3T Aty person baying material amounting to $3 or upward, will receive s pattern free of charge.
The dispatches announce the death of
ex-Gov. John J. Bagley, at San Francisco
on* Wednesday afternoon. He had been
ailing for some time, and for a week
or so bis death has not been unexpected.
His remains will be brought to Detroit for
burial.
Except one little hitch in the proceed-
ings, the township authorities are ready to
begin work on the new North Holland
road, so-called. As soon as they are ready
the job of building the bridge can be let,
sufficient money being subscribed for that
purpose. Very good, gentlemen! Push
on to completion.
The Panama Canal Company is pre-
paring to do extensive building for its em-
ployes on the Isthmus. The contract for
the lumber has been obtained by Hanson
& Co., the Tacoma mills, Tacoma, Wash-
ington Territory, who will make shipments
by every sailing vessel leaving Puget
Bound and San Francisco for the Isthmus.
The first shipment left Ban Francisco
about July 1.
Rev. J. Rice Taylor will preach in
Grace (Episcopal) church, both morning
and evening. He will be remembered us
the oldest rector and through whose in-
strumentality the church was built. Rev.
Taylor will be tendered a reception by
Mrs. H. C. Matrau, at her residence, ou
Saturday (to-day) evening, to which all
the friends are cordially invited.
The members of the Holland Soldiers’
Union are hereby requested to meet at the
office of The Holland Crrt News, on
Thursday evening, August 4th, at 7:30
o’clock, to take measures to join the
soldiers re-union lo be held at Baugatuck
ou August 16 and 17.
Later.— Since the above was In type
we have received official notification of the
invitation to the Holland Soldier’s Union
to attend the Reunion of the Soldiers of
Allegan County. •
Speaking about the new butter tub com-
pany, wn have heard it remarked that the
plan was to build it away from the water.
This we should consider a short-sighted
and foolish move. If any transportation
by horses or wagons must be done, it will
be cheaper to move the manufactured ar-
ticle than the raw material, l.e. bolts.
But our plan would be, by all means get
close to the rail and water both. That and
that onljf is the place for an institution of
4hat kind. There is lots of room, and
land, and chenp toot
On the 16th instant an agreement was
entered into at Muskegon between thd
Chicago & West Michigan, the Grand
The tide of emiuration is making Its
way westward at the estimated rate of two
thousand laborers per day. The mind is
almost dazed in endeavoring to foreshadow
the mighty results that will follow this
growth during the next decade.
- -
Mr. Ryan, formerly editor of the Alle-
gnn Herald, W. W. Voeborg and C. Cole-
man, and their families, are camped near
(lie harbor and are having splendid luck
at fishing. On Monday evening they
caught 63 black bass in one hour and twen-
ty minutes, and ou Wednesday evening
they caught four muskalonges, one of
which weighed 18, one 13^, one 10 and
one 6 pounds, which they packed and
shipped to their fi lends at home.
---- -
Those who have heard Mrs. Ann Eliza
Young lecture, slate that she is an earnest
intelligent and refined speaker. Being
born of mormon parentage it was her
misfortune to be thrown into the bondage
of mormonism, and since her escape it
has been her sole work to expose to the
world the cruel system that was imposed
upou her. She enlists the sympathy of
her hearers by her modest unassuming
manner. Speaking as a refined lady
would address an Intelligent audience.
John Sheppard, an infidel of Orion,
Neb., built a platform alongside a Meth-
odist camp meeting ground, and made
daily speeches against the doctrines
preached by the Methodist ministers.
He was a great annoyance to the Chris-
tians, and they tried hard to conveit him,
hut all in vain. One day an impulsive
clergyman prayed that, if Sheppard could
he silenced in no oilier way, be might be
removed by death. That evening the in-
fidel died very suddenly, and it would be
difficult to convince the people thereabout
that he was not killed in direct answer to
to prayer.
Real Estate Transfers in Ottawa
County.
For the iveeh ending July 27, 1881.
George Zwaart snd wife lo Mra. Masrtje Vogel,
N ^ B K 8 K 34 > Sec. ittJ— S—lU. f80U.
Willard C. Sheldon and wife to Wm. Bakker, 8 80
ft of lot 6, blk 0 Akeley'e Add., Grand Uaveu.
$80.
£u
Lewis M. Holcomb snd wife to Henry K. Holcomb
(so
gene B. Sanford toGeoreo A. Farr, lot 11, blk
§. AkelersAdd., Grand IlsTen. $625.
Lake Shore and the Indiana & Michigan
railroada, consolidating those companies
Into one corporation to be known as the
Chicago & West Michigan railway com-
pany. The new company will at once
construct a line some thirty miles In
length, from New Buffalo to Juanita,
Ind., there making connection with the
Baltimore ft Ohio road. It is tlso intend-
ed to extend the line northward from
White Cloud, and to make other and Im-
portant changes, strengthening the road
and affording ad^lti^Q*! facilities for
travel and transportation. Meetings of
the stockholders of the several companies
Interested were to be held at Muskegon
the 28th of September to ratify the
of the directors.
If N W H. twc. 83-8-10. $1,500
Arthur D. Uolitexd to Stephen Helper, N # 8 Jf
8 W jf, Sec. 8 8—15. $125.
Arthur D. Holatead to Jsmee Helper, 8 Jtf 8 # 8
WK,Bec.«~8— 15. $125.
lenry Plsot snd wife to John P. Brown, W fr #
8 W 3f , Sec. 81—0—18. $2,500,
ieorge 0. Sole snd wife to Adsm Wagner, lot Band
8 If lot 10, blk 18. Ksatmanvtile. $U5
esly C. Akeley and wits to Peter Wiabnrger.
part 8 ft N W fr #, Sec. 81-8-10, Grand
.Haven city. $800.
tank Webeler and wife to Joaiah Glhha, part of
lot 8, blk 21 M A H Add, Grand Havfn. $155.
leeaje B. bmlt io Pieter Brown, W Jf B jf lot 4,
blk 87, Holland Oily. $l,lu0.
-uiher L. Strong and wile to Wllaon Harrington,
8 K W jtf lot 0, blk A, Holland City. $400.
tob’t W. Duncan and wife to Henrv D. Poet. N W
8 B Jf and K K If 8 W W, Sac. 22-6-15. $50.
amee Waldle to Jrimer Verburg, N E Jf N Kjf ,
Sec. 4— f— 14. $100.
Heaiy C. Akeley anti wife to Hiram JenUon, mid.
N E Jf N W fi. Sec. St— 6— IS. $8J)00.
John Mcfie and wife to Eugenie B. Sanford, lot
II, blk 18, Akeley'e Add., Grand Haven. $200.
Klsse Brouwer et a! to Henry B. Holcomb, N
W Jf 8 E Jf, Sec. 88—8—10. $200.
It is announced that tho postmaster
general is about lo adopt a plan for trans-
mitting small sums through the mails,
which, if found practicable, will prove a
great improvement upon the somewhat
cumbersome and expensive postal order
system. It is an improvement on (lie new
English system and consists of a postal
order on which there are three columns of
figures— dollars, tens and units. There
are two denominations, one with a maxi
mum of $2,50 the other of $5. The post-
masteis who issue them will designate the
amount they call for by punching out the
figures required. They arc to be sent like
Irucilonul currency, Hie government not
being responsible for them any more than
for any oilier money sent by mail. A
record of the amount and date of issue is
kept upon a “slub” by the postmaster
issuing them, but not of the name of the
person buying them. In order to prevent
their use as currency, they will cease to he
redeemable three months after issue-
Their cost will be from two to five cent?,
according to amount.
Is the only sura cure fbr the destruction of (he
Pin Worm, and it also takes theBtomach and Tape
Worm. No physic Is neceesarv. Price, only 25
cents per bottle. For sale by ail Durgglsta. Be-
ware of counterfeits.
STEKETEE'S
Neuralgia Drops,
The only medicines used without turning the
stomach wrong side out.. I warrant the cure of
NEURALGIA,
providing It la used according to direction.
Price 50c per bottle.
FOR BALE BTT ALL JDRTJOOISTB.
GEO. G. STEKETEE, Sole Proprietor.
89 Monroe St., GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
GRAND HAVEN ITEMS.
The county jail is gelling pretty well
filled and it is said that the criminal cal-
endar will be larger than it has been for
many years.
- -
W. Van dkk Hero, who was arrested
for stealing a watch from Sam. Smith,
waived examination and goes to the Cir-
cuit Court for trial.
McCov, the man who shot Porter Hack-
ley, in Muskegon, was captured at Ferrys-
burg on Wednesday night by Sheriff Vau-
pell and Marshal Wollman, of this city.
It is reported that Hackiey is doing well,
and that there uro prospects of recovery.
Akelet’s new house has received a
beautiful slate roof, When finished it will
be the finest dwelling bouse in the county
and an ornament lo the city; being situat-
ed on a bill it can be seen a great distance
on Lake Michigan and forms a conspicu-
ous landmark.
The U. 8. Revenue steamer, Andrew
Johnson, Capl Davis, arrived here on
Tuesday morning. She was rebuilt last
summer at Manitowoc and is as good as
new. A large number of people visited
her, especially strangers, who had never
seen anything in the shape of a war vessel
before.
Bernardos, a young son of Johannea
D. Vos, of this city, was drowned in Grand
River on Saturday forenoon last. Young
Benny had been boatiiding with an older
brother and another boy when be became
frightened by a passing tug, snd got oat
onto a raft of logs. The other two boys
kept on with the boat, ami after t few
minntes, when looking around, Benny had
disappeared, and his bat was floating on
the water. The boys st once called for
help, bat it took over an hour before the
body was recovered. Hi* remain* were
buried on Monday last, and the large con-
course of people attending the foneral
showed the sympathy of the people with
the bereaved parents.
Otto Breyman
m
-Dealer in-
Jewelry, Watches,
Silnmui, FliUnn, ui fucy Both
I have engaged the services of Mr. N.
H. Reynolds, of Chicago, an expert
mechanic, who will do the repairing of
watches, so that our work can be war-
ranted.
—and a—
FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.
I have, and intend to keep on hand a
superior lot of MUSICAL INSTRU-
MENTS, such as Violins, Guitars, Bangos,
Accordeoua, etc., etc.
Come and examine our stock. No
trouble lo show Goods.
O. BREYMAN.
Holland, Mich , Jan. 1, 1861. 48-ly
IN THE NEW
Now is the
for Parmers.
Our popular wagon manufacturer
J. FLIEMAN,
Offers his superior made wagon* Just ss cheap
as anybody sells Hum lu Zeeland, sud claims that
they are s
Better wagon in every way
Call and Examine.
Also keeps on hand a line of
111
AND
All the Goods are warranted
to be just as represented.
I will also keep on baud s full'line of
SPECTACLES °Pen and T°P Buflflie8.
ALSO AGENT FOR
BATH PUTFORM SPRING WAGON
WORKS.
14-tf
J. FLIEMAN, *
Holland, Mich.
A flue assortment of all kinds of
Dress Goods.
-A full line of-
GROCERY SHAWLS,
|| AND
DRY GOODS STORE
C. STEKETEE & BOS,
on the corner of River ft Ninth Sts.
Can now b« found, not alone n complete stock
of Groceries.— ulwiys of the Freshest snd Purest,
but also nil kinds/}! Farmers Produce, Provisions,
Etc., Btc. .
Also a very large and snorted stock of
DRY GOODS
Which we Intend to keep as complete as domI.
ble embracing all the latest snd best msde fshrice
Crockery, Stone & Glassware.
FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN IN
EXCHANGE.
JC STEKETEE ft BG8.
Hollaid, Sept. 10th, 1880.
A large assortment of
SILKS
AND
RIBBONS.
A full line of Hoelery, Skirts and a nlee assort-
ment of white shirts, etc.
A foil line of-*-
BOOTS and SHOES
We have excellent TEA fnr 25 centi per
pound and upward.
Eastern Salt at Bottom Prices.
A full Hue of CANNED GGODS. PICKLES sad
a complete liao of
GROCERIES
Always on hand at
F. ft A. 8TKKKTKF..
Holland. May. 18th. 1881.
/T AVmr WMXBim
Tn tad oldtth maiden aont,
. Who U growing gray and
Till Tv* neTOrtoU ber frt-
‘'•’-“-I’-i-K.
Krerjbodj lorm my aunt:
wlut ( »n pttlM|
Though I late her jiut a* well,
And quite iunocentlj tellmm  Her queer wayat
My aunt Hannah Murtol yet, >
And geta straightway In a pet,
Af her youth you dare debate,
Or doubt insinuate
Ora rage,
Of her age.
"While the “men folk” sleep at man.
Heeding never bell or horn,
At our doom;
Lo 1 she elumbereth not, nor sleepfth,
But «he riaeth up and sweepetk
All the floor*.
Ouateth she my own anug etndy,
Aik.tH Sunn, "
Aa eh* swe#i eth aye a'ue sings,
And lenninlly puu.th
My adflt Ha|ha)i wear* a cap;
If you «uow one Ml*. Farnham,
j. it, haply, o’er at Barnum’a
You hare been.
‘fj fj;>; - ‘ii'i’
Well, her autumn groweth dreary,
8be goeth wan and weary,s . To her grare;
Mono ahe lea rea, to thoee who know her:
Nobler, gentler, kinder, truer,
Or more brave.
—SUvbenvUU Msrald.
THE COFFEE-POT.
A aawry From the French, by Throphlle
Gantler.
A country bouse in the heart of Nor-
mandy. The weather, which at the time
of our departure promised to be suberb,
changed suddenly, and so much rain fell
that the roads which we passed were like
the bed of a torrent. We sank in the
Bod up to our knees, the soles of our
boots were clogged with a thick coating
cl clayey mud, the weight of which re-
tarded our steps so much that we did
sot arrive at our destination until an
hour alter sunset.
• We were harassed, and so our host,
seeing the efforts that we had to make
in order to repress our yawns and to keep
•car eyes open, had us shown each to oar
chamber as soon as supper was over.
My chamber was vast ; I felt, as I en-
tered it, as it were, a shudder of fever,
for it seemed to me that I was entering a
new world. Indeed, you might have be-
lieved yourself in the days of .the Re-
oy, to see above the panels by
icher, representing the lour seasons,
.the furniture overloaded with roeaille
ornaments in the .worst taste, and the
heavily carved looking-glass frames.
Nothing had been disturbed. The toilet
table, covered with combs, brushes and
powder-boxes, seemed to have been in
me an hour ago. Two or three dresses
•of changing colors, a fan covered With
.stiver spangles, lay carelessly on the pol-
islsed oak floor, and to my great aston-
ishment a tortoise-shell suntf-box, open
•on the chimney-piece, was full of fresh
tobacco.
I did not notice these things until the
•ervauL after placing the candlestick on
tbs table, had w ished me good night,
*ad l confess, I began to tremble like a
leaf. I undressed myself promptly, went
to bod, and in order to have done with
my foolish fears, I soon closed my eyes
Mod turned my face toward the wall
But it was impossible for me to remain
ait this position ; the bed began to move
beneath me like a wave, my eyelids were
drawn violently back. I was obliged to
torn and see.
The hazing fire cast a red reflection in
tbc ^ ailment, so that the figures of the
tapestry, and of the smoky portraits that
bung on the walls, could be easily dis-
tinguished. They were the ancestors of
<mr host, chevaliers swathed in iron,
wouncilors in periwigs, and fair ladies
with painted faces and white-powdered
baar, holding a rose in their hand.
Suddenly, the fire became strangely
active, a bleared light illuminated the
iber, and I saw clearly what I had
for vain paintings, was a reality,
Jar the eyes of the framed beings began
move find to sparkle in a strange man-
mc, their lips opened and closed Uke the
bpa of people speaking, but I heard
nothing but the tioktiok of the dock and
the whistling of the autumn wind. Au
insuperable terror seized me, my hair
otooa on end, my teeth chattered, my
body was bathed in a cold sweat,
i The dock struck eleven. The vibration
ad the tat stroke sang long in the air.
tflmd wheh' i^ihedaway entire * * 
•Oh! no! I dare not say what happened;
mo one would believea me. I should be
tafepi for a toadman. * The candles light-
ed of themselves; the bellows, without
aagr visible being touching them, began
la blow the fire, rattling like an asth-
matic old man, while the tongs stirred
ihe billets of wood and the shovel gath-
• wrad up the ashes. Then a coffee-pot
bounded from the table on which it had
been placed, and went bobbing along
toward the fire-brands. A few min-
ute* afteward the arm-chairs began to
move, and, agitating their twisted feet
Luu?^ing|pftaner, came and ranged
es around 'the Aw. '' ’
t did not know what to think of what
I saw, but what remained for to see was
.•till more extraordinary.
One of the portraits— the oldest of all,
'that of a fat, chubby, gray-bearded man,
roembliug remarkably the idea I had
~fiifaied to myself of Sir John Falst&ff,
pushed his head out of the frame with g
grimace, aud after having, with great ef-
fort. forced his shoulders and his fair.
He had no sooner taken breath than
to drew from the pocket of his doublet a
wonderfully small key ; he blew on it to
seo that the hole was* clear, and then ap-
plied it to ail the frames, one after the
other; and all the frames became en-
Jargod, so os to allow the figures which
they contained to pass through with ease.
Little, doll-like babiea, diy and yellow
“owagers, grave magistrates buried in
large black robes, petite maitrea in silk
stockings and pruneilo breeches— all these
personages presented snob an old specta-
cle that in spite of my fright I could not
help laughing. These worthy folks sat
down ; the coffee-pot bounded lightly on
the table. They took ooffee in oupe of
blue and white Japanese porcelain, which
ran up spontaneously from the top of a
secretary; each one provided with a
Inmp of sugar and a little silver spoon.
When the coffee had beeh taken, cof-
fee-pot, cups and spoons disappeared all
at once, and conversation began. Sooth
to say. -it was the most ourious conversa-
tion that I have ever heard, for none of
those strange talkers looked at the other
while he spoke ; they all had their eyes
fixed upon the clock. At last midnight
struck ; a voice, the tene of which was
identical with that gf the bell of the
clock, was heard saying :
“This is the hour; we must dance.”
All the assembly rose. Tilt arm-chairs
drew back of their own accord ; then
each cavalier took the hand of a lady,
aud the same voice said :
“Come, gentlemen of the orchestra,
begin.” ,
I forgot to say that the subjects of the
tapestry were, on one side, au Italian
concert, and on the other a stag-hunt
with huntsmen, aud the musicians, who,
until then, had not made any gestures,
bowed the bead ia token of adhesion.
The maestro raised his wand and lively
dance music sounded from one end of
The flrtt dance was a minuet.
But the rapid notes of the score har-
monized badly with those grave courte-
sies, and so alter a lew minutes each of
the couple began to pirouette like a
Dutch top. The silk dresses of the wo-
men, crumpled in the giddy maze of the
dance, gave forth an odd sound, like the
sound of whirring pigeons' wings. The
wind filling them from beneatn putted
them out so that they looked like swing-
ing bells.
The bows of the fiddlers passed so
rapidly over the strings that electric
parks flew out The fingers of the flute
players moved up and down like quick-
silver ; the cheeks ef the huntsman
were swollen out like balloons, and all
that lormed a deluge of notes and rills
so hurried and of ascending and de-
scending gamut so complicated, so in-
conceivable, that the very demons could
not have followed such a measure for
two minutes. It was pitiful to see all
the efforts of thoee dancers to catch the
time. They bounded and whirled round
and pirouetted until the sweat poured
down their foreheads over their eyes,
and carried away their pain aud patches.
But it was all in vain, the orchestra
was always three or four notes in ad-
vance.
Theclook struck one ; they stopped. 1
then saw something which had escaped
my notice — a woman who was not danc-
ing. She was seated on a low chair in
the chimney corner and did not seem to
take the least part in the world in what
was going on around her.
Never, even in a dream, had anything
so perfect presented itsdf to my eyes ; a
skin of dazzling brightness, hair blonde
cendre, long eyelashes, aud blue eyes, so
clear and transparent that I saw her soul
through them as distinctly as a stone in
a brook. And I felt that if ever I cams
to love anybody it would be her. I
jumped out of bed, from which I had
not yet dared to stir, and went toward
her, conducted by some instinct in me
which I could not explain. I found my-
self at her knees, one of her hands in
mine, talking with her as if I had known
her for twenty years.
But a strange prodigy, while speaking
to her, I marked the music with a move-
ment of my head. It had not ceased to
play, and, although it was for me the
height of happiness to talk with such a
beautiful woman, my feet were burning
to dance with her. Still, I did not dare
to make the proposition. It seems she
understood what I wanted, for, raising
her hand toward the dial of the clock,
she said :
“When the needle shall be there, we
will see, my dear Theodore.”
I know not hew it happened, but I was
in no way surprised to near myself call-
ed by my name, and we continued to
talk/ At last, when the appointed hour
struck, the silvery voice vibrated once
more in the chamber, aud said:
“ Angela, you may dance with the gen-
tleman, if you please; but you know
what will be the result”
“No matter,” replied Angela, in a
pouting tone.
She passed her ivory arm around my
neck.
“ Prestissimo! ” cried the voice.
And we began to waltz. The bosom of
the young girl touched mine, her velvet
cheek skimmed my own. Never in vtj
life had I experienced such emotion ; my
nerves quivered like springs of steel, my
blood flowed in my veins like torrents of
lava, and I heat'd in^ heart beat ai if a
watch were ticking in my ear. Still this
state had nothing painful in it I was in
a flood of ineffable jot and I could haye
wished to have remained Always as I
was, and remarkably enough, although
the orchestra had tripled its quickness,
we needed no effort to follow it
The bystanders, astonished at our agil-
ity, cried bravo, and clapped their bonds
with all their might without producing
any noise.
Angela, who until then had waltzed
with surprising energy and pfcciiion,
seemed suddenly to become fatigued;
she hung on my shoulders as if her limbs
hod failed her: her Httle feet, which a
minute ago had hardly touched the floor,
rose slowly as if they had been Weight-
ed with lead.
! “Angela, you are weary,” I said to her ;
“let us rest”
“Yes,” she replied, wiping her brow
with her handkerchief; “but while we
have been dancing they have all sat
down; there is only one chair, and we
are two.”
“ What does that matter, my angel ? I
will take you on my knees. ”
Without making the slightest objec-
tion, Angela sat down, throw her arms
like a white scarf round my neck, aud
hid her head in my bosom to warm her-
self a little, for she had become cold as
marble.
I know not how long we remained in
that position, for my senses were all
absorbed in the contemplation of this
myr.terious and fantastic creature. I had
no longer any idea of time or place ; the
real world no longer existed for me, and
all the bonds which bound me to it were
broken, my soul, disengaged from its
earthly prison, was floating in vague in-
finity. I understood that which no man
can understand ; the thoughts of Angela
were revealed to me without her needing
to speak, for her soul shone through>her
body like a lamp of alabaster, and the
rays from her breast pierced mine, h
The lark sang, a pale light played
among the curtains.
As soon as Angela saw it, she rose
precipitately, made a sign of farewell,
and after a few steps, she screamed and
fell
Seized with terror, I sprang forward.
My blood freezes at the thought; I found
nothing but the coffee-pot broken into a
thousand fragments.
At the sight of this, persuaded that I
hail been the sport of some diabolic de-
lusion, I was so overpowered with fright
that I fainted.
.When I became conscious again I was
in my bed ; Arrigo Gohic and Pedrino
Borgnioli were standing at the head. As
soon as I opened my eyes, Arrigo cried:
“Ah! at last! For the last hour I
have been rubbing your temples with
cau dc Cologne. What on earth have
vou been doing in the night ? This morn-
ing, seeing that you did not come down,
I entered your room and found you
stretched full length upon the floor,
dressed in an old Louis XVI. costume,
and pressing in your arms a fragment of
broken porcelian, as if it had been a
beautiful young I'ady.”
“Pardieu! it is Grandfather's wed-
ding coat.” said the other, lifting up one
of the tails of the rose-colored silk with
a green figure. “There are the stress
and filigree buttons that he used to boast
about. Theodore must have found it in
the corner, and have put it on for fun.
But what made you faint?” added Borg-
nioli.
“ That is all very well for young girls
with white shoulders; you unlace hey
corsets, take off her necklace, and it is s
good opportunity for them to simper
and give themselves airs.”
“It is only weakness,” I replied
dryly ; I am subject to these fits.”
I rose and divested myself of my
ridiculous costume.
At breakfast my three companions ats
heartily ; I hardly tasted anything. The
memory of what had passed distracted
me.
After breakfast, as it was raining
steadily, there was no possibility of go-
ing out ; each occupied himself as best
he could. Borgnioli beat a warlike
devil’s tatoo on the window-panes ; Arri-
go and our host played draughts ; I took
out my sketch book and began to
draw.
The almost imperceptible lineaments
traced by mv pencil, without my having
thought in tne least what I was draw-
ing, resembled with marvelous exacti-
tude the coffee-pot which had played
such an important role in the scenes of
the night.
“It is astonishing how that head re-
sembles my sister Angela,” said our
host, who had finished his game aud was
watching me draw.
Indeed, that which just now had
seemed to be a coffee-pot was in reality
the sweet and melancholy profile of An-
gcla.
“ By all the saints in Paradise I Is
she dead or alive ?" I cried in a trembling
voice, as if my life depended on his
answer.
“ She died two years ago from inflam-
mation of the lungs, caught coming
home from a ball”
“ Alas !” I replied, painfully.
Aud, restraining a tear that was ready
to fall, I closed my sketch t**K. I felt
that there was no longer any happiness
on earth for me.
Air Your Beds. ,
Bo sure to let the fresh air, and, if
ixissible, the sun have free access to it
an hour or more before making up. Have
the sheet long enough to turn under the
mattress at the foot, the lower one the
same at the head, but fold the upper
sheet well over the bedding. This will
save the quilts from becoming soiled by
the sleeper’s breath. When a bed has
been occupied all winter^ everything
about it should be washed in the spring.
To wash a feather-tick, choose fair
weather so that you can dry it out-door.
Crowd the feathers into one end of the
tick and tie firmly in the center. Wash
the empty end and when dry shake the
feathers into that, tie again and wash the
other half. .Corn-husk beds are much
nicer than straw, as they are not so dusty,
and with the addition of a few fresh
husks from time to. time, will 'last for
years. They maybe freshed by turning
the husks out in the sun and air for a
day or two and sifting out the fine stuff.
In winter never keep sheets on a bed
that is seldom used. They will gather
dampness and render themselves very
uncomfortable, perhaps fatal, to your
guest. Make up the bed without the
sheets and add them when needed.
Manners In Public Conveyances.
Many a long diy on the railroad or
steamer may be brightened in memory
through the goodness shown by some
transient traveling acquaintances. Boor-
ishness, rudeness and brnsqueness affect
us, if our neighbors manifest them, and
arouse an instinctive antagonism which
is far from agreeable as an incident of
consciousness. Who can not recall,
among the disagreeable associations of
some past summer, the family of ill-gov-
erned children who quarreled, squalled
and squabbled through miles of beauti-
ful scenery which they made it difficult
to enjoy? Or the family who ate their
way through a summer day, the fare be-
ing mostly peanuts, gingerbread and
hard-boiled eggs, while the stickiness
and mingled fragrance of the food, cling-
ing to begrimed faces and hands, were
venr repellant to the sensitive, who were
obliged to see and smell? The load,
argumentative talkers, who insist on
taking a carful of people into their con-
fidence as they discuss politics, and the
chattering school girls whdbe efferves-
oence of spirits and unchecked merri-
ment know no bonnds, are alike trans-
gressors against good manners. A pub-
lic conveyance is ppt a private parlor,
and, that many may enjoy it, the indi-
vidual should study the manifest rules
of common sense and the unwritten code
of gentle and thoughtful love. The
gentleman, the gentle-woman, and their
children, need no introduction beyond
what they bear in their quiet, pleasant'
countenances aud carriage in a public
place. _ _
A TOUCHING LETTER.
lllr. Gladstone to Blra. Garfield.
London, July 22, 188L
Blaine, Secretary, Washington:
I cable text of note, date 21st, from Mr.
Oladetone to Mrs. Garfield. Original by dis-
patch to-morrow:
London, July 21, 188L
Dear Madam:
You will, I am an re, exctiM me, though a personal
atranger, for addrodalug you by letter to convey to
you the aMurauoea of my own feeltnga and thoee
of my ocuntrymen on the occasion of the
terrible attempt to murder the President of the
United States, in a form more palpable at least than
that of messages conveyed by telegraph. Thoet
feelings hare been feelings, in the first Instance, of
sympathy, and afterward of Joy and thankfulness
almuet comparable, and, I venture to say,
only second to the strong emotions of the
great nation of which he Is the appointed
head. Individually I have, let ms beg
you to believe, had my full share in the
ecntlim nts which have poeaeesed the British nation.
.They have been prompted end quickened by what I
venture to think Is an ever-growing sense of har-
mony nnd mutual respect and affection between the
two countries, and of the relaUonshlp which from
year to year becomes a more sad more practical
bond of union between us. But they have dao drawn
much of their strength from the cordial admira-
tion of the simple heroism which has marked the
personal conduct of the President ; for we have not
yet wholly loet the capacity of •ppreclatlng such un
example of ChnaUan fslth and manly fortitude
This exemplary picture has been msdo complete Ijy
your own contribution to its noble and touch-
ing features, on which I only forbear to
dwell l)ecause I am directly address. ng you.
I beg to have my respectful compliments
and congratulations conveyed to the Presi-
dent, and to remain, dear madam, with great te-
teum, your moat faithful servant.
E. Glaubtonk.
BKCIK1 ART rUAINK'fl REPLY.
Washington, D. C., July 21
Lawell, Minister, London :
I have laid before Mrs. Garfield the note of Mr.
Gladstone, Just received by cable. I am requested
by her to aay that, among the many thousand
manifestations of interest and expressions of sym-
pathv which have reached her, none has more deeply
touched her heart than the kind words of Mr. Glad-
stone. His own solicitude and condolence are re-
ceived with gratitude ; bat, far beyond this, she rec-
ognises that Mr. Gladstone rightfully speaks for the
people of the British Isles, whose sympathy in
this national aud personal affliction has been an
quick and sincere as that of her own countrymen.
Her chief pleasure In Mr. Gladstone’s cordial letter
Is found in the comfort which it brings to her hus-
band. The President Is cheered and solaced on bis
painful and weary way to health by many messages
of sympathy, which, In his returning strength, he
safely receives aud most gratefully, appreciate-.
Blais k, Secretary.
PERRY DAVIS’
Pam-Kilte
An Interesting Bit of Unpublished
History.
The following curiona dispatches, never Ihj-
fore printed (says a Washington telegram),
were sent by Mr. Stanton to the Hon. Edwards
Pierrepont about a month after the assassina-
tion of Mr. Lincoln. They aro interesting as
evidence of a very different phase of the ex-
citement in Washington at that time from any
which has been caused by the attempt on the
life or President Garfield :
War Department, May 12, 1865.— 10:06 p. m.
To the Hon Edwards Pierrepont New York :
I have written to-night to retain yon and Ontting
and Bradv, or any one else you may deelre to have
associated with yom, to prosecute Horace Greeley
and the owner* of the Tribune for Gree ey’s persis-
tent efforts, the laat four weeks, to Incite assassins
to finish their work of murdering me.
Please give the matter your immediate
attention on receiving the letter, aud secure oop.es
of all the Tribune* printed since the night of Uie
President's murder, and get the names of the own-
ers. I propose to prosecute criminally aud also by
civil ault, for I shall not allow them to have me
murdered and escape responsibility without a strug-
gle for life on my part Edward M. Btanton.
War Depatment, May 13-6:30 p. m.
The Hon. Edwards Pierrepont and the Hon. E. B.
Cutting, New York:
I have proof of express personal malice against
me by Greeley, and believe I can establish a com-
bination between him and others which may end in
accomplishing my death, as It did against Mr. Lin-
coln and Mr. Seward. This is my reason for distin-
guishing his case from others of general vitupera-
tion. 1 Edwin M. Stanton.
The second telegram was sent In reply to one
which ©ontained an intimation that it might be
latheindiscreet to make such an arree^as
inggeited by Mr. Stanton.
one
A SAFE AND SUI!
REMEDY FOR1
Rheumatism,
Neuralgia,
Cramps,
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Diarrhoea,
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Sprains
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FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
IRON
TONIC
la a preparation of Protoxide of Iron, Peravlas
Bark and the Phosphates, associated with the
Vegetable Aromatics. Endoraed by the Medical
Profession, and recommended by them for Dya-
pepsla, Clenerjol Debility. Female Die*
eaaes.VVant of VI tallty, VerroasPrea-
iratlon, Cearaleaeeaee fntwm Fevers
and Chroale Chills sail Fever. It serve*
every purpose where a Tonic la necessary.
luB&dired by The Br.Iirterleficin Co, 81 Lou
The following U ono of the very many testimo-
nials we are receiving dally:
Some three months ago I began the
use of 0k. Habtkr’s Iron Tonic, upon the ad-
vice of many friends who knew Ita virtues. Iwae
•uffering from general debility to such an extenl
that my labor was exceedingly burdensome to me.
A vacation of a month did not give me much re-
lief, but on the contrary, was followed hr In-
creased prostration and linking chills. At this
time I began the nse of your Ipon Tonic, from
which 1 realized almost Immediate and wonderful
It I have donedwlce the labor that I ever did in the
same time during my Illness, and with doable the
esse. With the tnmqnll nerve and vigor of body,
has come also a clearness of thought never before
enjoyed. If the Tonic bts not done the work, I
know not what. 1 give It Hie credit.
Most gratefully yours.
J. P. WATSON,
Troy, 0 , Jan. 2, 1678. Pastor Christian Chared
For Sale by Druggliti and Ganoral Dialers Everywhere
The Bridegroom’s “Best Man.’’
The custom of a bridegroom’s lieing
attended on bis marriage by a friend or
relative, who is styled the “ best man,”
so practiced a‘ weddings in the present
day, is of great Antiquity, descending
from our Saxon ancestors. In> their
timo i marriages wete. always celebrated
in the honse of 4 bridegroom. On the
day before the wedding all his iriends
and relations, having been invited, ar-
rived at his house and spent the time in
feasting and in preparing for the ap
preaching ceremony. Next came the
bridegroom’s company mounted on
horseback, completely armed, who pro-
ceeded in great state and order, under
the’ command of one who was called the
forewistamon or foremost man, to receive
and conduct the bride in safety to the
house of her future husband. The
bride, in her turn; was attended by her
guardian nnd other male relatives, led
by a matron, who was called the brides-
woman, and followed by a company of
young maidens, who were called brides-
maids. The Saxon forewistaman of the
ninth century is the prototype <lf the
English “ best man ” of the nineteenth.
Never give way te meloncholy ; noth-
ing encroaches more ; I fight against it
vigorously. 0»e great remedy is to
take short views of life. Are you hap-
py now ! Are you likely to you remain so
tfll evening, or next week or next
month, or next year ? Then why des-
troy present happiness by a distant
misery which may never come at oil, or
you may never live to see it? For
every substantial grief lias twenty shad-
ows, and most of them shadows of
your now making.-— iSidney Smith.
uosqucr
klTTERS
Feeble and Sickly Persons
Baaover tbalr vitality by panning a oonns of Hostat*
tar's Stomach Bittan, tha most popular Inrigonnt and
altaratlra modlclne In ass. General debility, fever and
•gas, dyspepsia, oonatipatlon, rheumatism and ether
ora completely removed by It. Ask those who
have used it what it baa done for them.
tar far sals by all Druggists and Daalars generally.
Tha iPwreat and Bsat Hedlolnt crerlada.
dnUtloa-d
ttre* ropertks ’of all othsr Bitters,
No dims* o'
ttersare n
 long axM whore Hop
I and perfect ars their
mdrlitttotbttpdMdlafli*.
Irregnlari*
bSKSKMuSLS;
u able, without Into*-
or vyartoms
t is nsa Hap Btt>
i« slok bnl if jo*
nstfthaas at once-
aved kindreds.
Thl/glVtMVtt
To an whose a
ty of the bowels
quire an Appetiser
Hop Bitten are Inval'
leatlng.
*o manor what year fe"
are what tha disease or all'
ten. Don’t wait unto yoa
only feel bad ar miserable
ltmayaaveyoarUfe.lt
*) $800 will be paid for a
•are er help. Done* nte- ^  - -
suffer, bat ase and ore* theee% 10 “*• Hop P
Remember, Hop Bitten k
drunken nostrum, bat the Par**^^**0 "••t
Medicine ever made s the 'to.
and aorr* and no pei-eon ar
should be without them.
AMERICAN AND FOREIGN
PATENTS
GEORGE E. LEMON, AWj at Law,
WASHINGTON. D. O.
Reference* given to actual client* In nearly even
County In the U. 8. Oorreapondenoe Invited. Send
pi£23£M
CUPS!V doth :ouh *l.tM»A^ bound, tor onl, *Ort». »• /V«.
MANHATTAN BOOK C0-. M W. Ittb 81. ti.T. P.O.BOXUIA
m
tertfUte
tmltlft
JL Std Story #f t Wrecked Life.
The most thrilling and sadly sugges-
tive temperance lecture is the sight of a
once noble, talented man, left in ruins
by intoxicating drink. A Washington
paper tells of a ragged beggar, well
known in the streets of that city, who
once held an important command in the
army, having been promoted for personal
bravery, from a cavalry Lieutenant to
nearly the highest rank in military ser-
vice. One night, not long when he
' had been too successful in begging
liquor to sate his craving, and while
lying helpl ssly drunk in the rear part
of a Third street saloon, some men
thought to play a joke on him by steal-
ing his shirt, and proceeded to strip
him.
Underneath his shirt, and suspended
by a string from his neck, was a small
canvas bug, which the men opened and
found it contained his commission as
cod grata -
if and
photo-
graph of a little girl, ami a curl of hair
— a “chestnut shadow” that doubtless
one day crept over the brow of some
loved one. > e *•
When these things* were discovered,
even the half-drunken men who found
them felt a respect for the man’s for-
mer greatness, and pity fpr his fallen
• condition, and quietly returned the bag
and its contents to where they found
them, and replaced the sleeper’s clothes
upon him.
When a reporter tried to interview the
man, and endeavored to learn something
of his life in the past few years, he de-
clined to communicate anything.
He cried like a child when told how
his right name and former posftioa were
nsetttaftert, and, with tears trickling
down his cheeks, said i
“ For God’s sake, sir, don’t publish
my degradation, or my name, at least, if
you are determined to say something
about it It is enough that I know my-
self how low I have become. Will you
promise that much ? It will do no good,
but will do my friends a great deal of
harm, as, unfortunately, they think I
died in South America, where I went at
the close of the war.”
Intemperance and the gaming-table,
he said, had wrought his ruin.
[From the Chicago Western Catholic.]
The latest man who has been made hap-
py through the use of this valuable liniment
is Mr. James A. Conlan, Librarian of the
Union Catholic Library of this city. The
following is Mr. Conlan’s indorsement:
Union Catholic Library Association,
204 Dearborn Street.
Chicago, Sept. 10, 1880.
I wish to add mv testimony as to the mer-
its of St. Jacobs Oil as a cure for rheuma-
tism. One bottle has cured me of this trou-
blesome disease, w^ich gave me a great deal
of bother for a long time ; hut, thanks to the
remedy, I* am cured. This statement is un-
solicited by any one in its interest.
James A. Conlan, Librarian.
National Beverages.
France is gradually changing its na-
tional beverage from wine to beer. In
Paris alone the consumption has in-
creased 293,000 hectolitres iu Sixteen
years. What the effect of the ehange
will be is a nice question in ethnology
which the savants will probably study
well. The world is divided aa much by
its drinks as by it races or its geographi-
cal boundaries. The beer country is
almost entirely German, comiug to a
focus at Munich, where tbo best brew
and the best examples of purely Gothic
civilization are to bo . found. England's
ale is practically beer with as little
change in the fluid as there is in the
English tongue. All the Teutons drink
brewed liquors; all the Latins wines
all the Celts whisky, alt the Sclavs vod-
ski. In the far East, coffee iu Arabia
and tea in China take the places of the
alcoholic beverages. In fact, it is easier
to distinguish a man by his tipple tlum
by his fopgue. Every change in race
foods has been followed by a change iu
race character, and France will he no
exception to the rule. If beer continues
to displace wine we may look forward to
the growth of a steadygoing, conserva-
tive elenieiit in Gallic Kfo which will
ballast and direct its enthusiasms —
which will add to it that staying, stable
power, which is the one thing Franco
needs to lead the world.
“ Women Never Think.”
If the crabbed old bachelor who uttered this
Beutimeut coukl but mtac'iw U*e lutense thought, | ( hr a. ) LOuncr.
deep studv and thorough investigation of women
in determining the best medicines to keep their
families well, and would note their sagacity and
wisdom in selecting Hop Hitters as the best, and
demonstrating it by keeping their families in
perpetual health, at a mere nominal expense, he
would be forced to acknowledge that such senti-
ments are baseless and false.— Picayune.
Kissing Fair.
If any had supposed it would turn out
the way it did, the soheme would not
have been adopted, but the object was a
charitable one, and the committee on in-
vitation were very careful to avoid the
presenoe of any disagreeable or unpopu-
lar person. The following price-list was
finally adopted. For one go-as-you-
please squeeze of one minute, and oue
kiss, terms cash, iu advance :
Gtr.suudcr IS ................ . ................ $ .25
Girls from 16 to 20 .............................. 50
Ladles from 20 to 25 ....... '. .................... 75
Married ladies Ht.Ucr 30 ........................ l i0
Mar ril'd ladle- from 30 to 40. ................ . .50
Widows under 30 ............................... 75
Maiden ladles from 30 to 40 ..................... 50
Maiden indies over 40.; ............ Two for a iilcke]
; The gentlemen were all gathered in
the diikng-room and the ladies in the
parlor. In tin? library was a committee
0f two— a lady and a gentleman (the lat-
ter being time-keeper) — and they called
in the gentlemen oue by one. Each
was shown a schedule of prices and a
list of the ladies present, and, when one
selected the lady he wanted to kiss, she
was called in and the transaction oc-
curred iu the presence of the committee.
In cases where the squeeze was pro-
longed beyond the schedule time, or an
additional smack taken, a tine of double
price was charged for every minute iu
excess, and in several cases the tines
were heavy, hut were paid without a
murmur. The whole affair was confi-
dential, and none but the committee
were to know who kissed who. — Rome
Absorbed.
Castle-building is generally!! harmless
way of wasting time, bringing no other
perils than a loss of will-power and the
consequent enervation of character.
Prof. Wilson, the famous “ Kit North,”
of Scotland, dearly loved a long reverie
befure bed-time. One night the habit
almost proved fatal to life. While edit-
ing Blackwood'* Magazine he often
worked till the small hours of the morn-
ing, and then, for fear of disturbing bis
wife, threw himself on a lounge iu his
t till breakfast.
Life.
The following stanza was written by
Mrs. Barbauld in extreme old age.
When it was repeated to Wordsworth,
he said: “I am not in the habit of
grade
I had
ging people their things, but I wish
written those lines. ”
Perilfi of Ridicule.
I know of no principle which it is of
more importance to fix in the minds of
young people than that of the most de-
termined resistance to the encroachment
of ridicule. Give up to the world, and
to the ridicule with which the world en-
forces its dominion, every trifling ques-
tion of manner and appearance ; it is to
toss courage and firmness to the winds,
to combat with the mass upon such sub-
jects as these. But learn from the ear-
liest days to insure your principles
against the perils of ridicule ; you can
no more exercise your reason, if you
live in the constant dread of laughter,
than you can enjoy your life, if you are
in the constant dread of death. If you
think it right to differ from the times,
and to make a stand for any valuable
point of morals, do it, however rustic,
however antique, however pedantic it
mav appear , do it, not for insolence, but
seriously and grandly— as a man who
wore a soul of his own in his bosom, and
did not wait until it was breathed into
him by the breath of fashion.
Let men call you mean, you know you
are just; hypocritical, if you are hon-
estly religious ; pusillanimous, if you
feel that you are firm ; resistance soon
converts unprincipled wit into sincere
respect ; and no aftertiino can tear from
you these feelings which every man car-
ries with him who has made a noble and
successful exertion in a virtuous cause!
—Sidney Smith.
(From the Kanens City Mall.]
Member of this Department relieved ol
Rheumatism by the use of St. Jacobs Oil,
says Geo. W. Walling, Esq., Superintendent
Police, New Yotk, in one of our exchanges.
The “Devil” in American Geography.
The number of lakes, slides, ovens,
gates, bridges, towers, bluffs, falls,
kitchens, creeks, etc., that have had the
word “devil” attached to them is simply
immense. From the forests of Maine to
the adobe villages on the Mexican border
and the Dalles of the Columbia, there is
hardly a locality that has not remem-
bered his Satanic majesty. The best
known Devil’s Gate, ou the line of the
Union Pacific Railroad, is that a few
stations east of Ogden, and in Utah. It
is a wild, picturesque spot, and one
worth a visit of tlie tourist. There are a
good manv Devil's Gates, and, no doubt,
iu the christening of the Sweetwater, the
miners fonnd it convenient to give the
ubiquitous party a way out of that ooun
tty.— Chicago Inter- Ocean.
The money owed in the shape of for-
eign loans in default to England amounts
to <1,050,000,000. _ _
« Q « I; Dota’t Want that Stuff P’
1 Is what a lady of Boston sold Jo her hjsband
when he brought home some medicine to cure
her of tick headache and neuralgia which had
made her miserable for fourteen years. At tbo
first attack thereafter it was administered to
her with such good results that she continued
its use until cured, and was so enthusiosUo in
its praise that she induced twonty-two of the
best families in her circle to adopt it as their
‘ regular family medicine. That 11 stuff ” i» Hop
Bitten.— Standard.
tudy, and slep
A friend had persuaded him to intro-
duce gaa, just then coming into use iu
Edinburgh, aud the professor found it a
wonderful illuminator during his long
n ght toils. But one night, alter finish-
ing his writing, he seated himself before
the fire-place for a long reverie. Castle
after castle was built, dream plans fob
lowed each other in quick succession,
till suddenly lie discovered that the fire
was low, and he was shivering.
Half rousing himself, but still lost in
his dreams, he blew out the gas, and
threw himself on his lounge. In an hour
he woke, nearly suffocated, and found
the study Idled with a pungent odor,
and an atmosphere hard to breathe. He
threw up the windows, turned off the
gas and rushed out of doors. The next
morning the gas-pipes were torn up —
they were dangerous conveniences for
one of his habits.
Thousands testify to the curative properties
of Lydia E. Pinkbam’s Vegetable Compound
iu all female complaints.
Writing for the Public.
There is no work done in the world
which expends vitality so fast as writing
for the public. It is a work wliich is
never done. It accompanies a man
upon his walks, goes with him to the
theater, gets into bed with him, and
possesses him in bis dreams. If he
stoops to kiss the baby, before he has
reached the requisite angle a point oc-
curs to him, and he hangs in mid-air,
with vacant face and mind distraught.
“What’s the matter?” says Mrs. Emer-
son, in the middle of the night, hearing
her husband groping about the room.
“Nothing, my dear, only an idea!”
—James Parian, in North American
Review.
Khwey-Wout always relieves and cures the
worst cases of piles and constipation.
A Ghost Car.
Says a San Francisco paper: “The Ex-
press Company frequently carries corpses
over the Central Pacific Railroad, and
until recently the messengers paid no
more attention to a ‘hone box’ than to a
sack of potatoes. But it is different now.
One of the express cars, which was noted
as having been the Conveyance of more
occupied coffins than any other on the
line, a short time since was the scene of
most unaccountable movements. The
employes credit the mysterious effects
to supernatural causes, and the messen-
gers unite iu saying that they would
rather be discharged than ran another
trip in what they call ‘the haunted car.”
Warner’s Safe Kidney and Liver Cure.
Old Story Retold.
“ Long John” Wentworth, ex-Mayor
of Chicago, is entirely b Id, except a lit-
tle tuft of hair behind the ears, and on
one occasion, when riding in the cars,
he frequently took off his hat and
scratched the back of his ears, when a
waggish backwoodsman shouted:
“ Stranger, drive ’em np into the clear-
ing and you can catch em all in five
minutes.” _ ,
Lives that are always sweet conceal
the bitterness of the heart.
Files and Mosquito**.
15c. box « Rough on Rats” keeps a house free
from flies, bod-bugs, roaches, rats, mice, etc.
Etlzbt'b Extract or Tab and Wild Chxbxt
has been used f<Sr twenty years, and during that
time has saved many very valuable lives. Do
not neglect a cough or cold until it la too late.
Try this excellent remedy, and we are sure you
wifi be convinced of its merits. Chronic
Coughs, and even Consumptives, are cured by
following the directions. Every bottle is war-
ranted to give satisfaction. Prepared by the
Eramert Proprietary Co., Chicago. Bold by
all good druggists.
Life! we’ve been io long together,
Throagh pleasant and through cloudy weather.
’Tls hard to part when friends are dear,
Perhaps ’twill cost a sigh, a tear ;
Then steal sway, give no warning,
Choose thine own time ;
Bay not good-night, but In aome brighter clime
Bid me good-morning.
Fraser Axle Grease.
Best in the world. Made only by the Frazer
Lubricator Co., at Chicago, New York and 8L
Louis. Sold everywhere. _
Puri Cod Livxb Oil mads from selected
livers, sn the seashore, by Caswell, Hazard A
Co., New York, it is absolutely pure and
sweet Patients who have once taken it prefer
it to all others. Physicians have decided it sn-
perior to any of the other oils in market
Tub Chinese must go, aud all Americans should
go— aud buy a bottle of Carboliue, the deodor-
ized petroleum hair renewer and dresser. Since
the recent improvement no preparation ever
had such a sale or gave such general satisfac-
tion as Carboliue. Sold by all druggista.
Uncle Sam’s Condition Powders are rec-
ommended by stock-owners who have used
them as the liest Horse and Cattle Medicine to
be had. If the animal is Scraggy, Spiritless, or
has no apuotite, these Powders are an excel-
lent remeay, and every owner of stock will do
well to try them. They are prepared by the
Emmert Proprietary Co., Chicago, 111., a very
reliable firm, and sold by all good druggists.
KKMCUKD FROM DEATH.
William J. Coughlin, of Bomsrrllle. Mass., uya: In tha
fall of 1878 I waa taken with bleeding of the lunga, fol-
lowed by a aevere cough. I loat my appetite and fleah.
and waa confined to my bed. In 1077 I wee admitted to
the boepital The doctor* tald 1 had a hole In my lung as
big aa a half dollar. At one time a report went around
that I waa dead. I gave np hope, bnt a friend told me of
Da. William Hall’s Balsam roa thb Lunas. I got
e bottle, when, to my eurprlee, I oommenoed to feel bet-
ter, and to-day I feel batter than for three yean past. I
write this hoping every one afflicted with diseased lunge
will take Da. William Hall’s Balsam, and be con-
vinced that consumption CAN BK CUBM>. I oan posi-
tively aay it has done mere good than all the other medi-
cines 1 have taken since my aiokneea.
£79 A WEEK. |11 a day athome easily made. Ooetly
$ / £ outfit free. Addreee Tbue A Co.. Anguita, Mo.
$5 to $20
_ „ ________ Terras and $6 outfit
Address H. Hallxtt k Oo„ Portland. Me$00 * W**k — Uiwn
A <iK*TM WANTED for the Beet and Fastest.
A. Selling Pictorial Rooks and Blhlei. Price* reduced
83 per ct. NATIONAL PUBLISHING Co.. Chicago, 111
O
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It. Jaoom Oil as a link
I
111. Buy leven ban DOBBINS''
EI.ECTBIC SOAP of your Gro-
cer.
ad. Aik him to glre you m Mil
of It.
3d. Hall ui hli bill aud your
full addreu.
4th. We will mall YOU FKEB
even beautiful cardi,ln ilx col-
on and go'd, representing Shalt-
•pcare’i “ Seven Agei of Han.”
set raffsriag with paler
fiaelalma. piucnou II IUVU UMtAflO.
MU If All NMAISTS AM IIAltM » SinUS.
A. VOQELEII •» CO.
Baitimon, Md., U.M.A,
CELLULOID #4
EYE-CLASSES. ~
Representing the choice st^elected Tortoise-
Shell and Amber. The lightest handsomest
and strongest known. Bold by Opticians and
Jewelers. Made by the SPENCER OPTICAL
M’F’Q CO.. 18 Maiden Lane, New York.
jpor* 01x11 la and YT,©v®r
AND ALL Dll I AIM
Canted by Malarial Falsonln* ef the Bleed.
A W ABB ANTED CUBE.
Price, £ 1 sOO. ror ssls by tU Druggista
I. L. CRA6IN & GO.,
116 South Fourth St.,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
ASTHMA
Cared by German Aathma Cara A MO
convinces the meet skeptical Free *1
DO. R. SCHIVFMANN, Bi. Paul, Mhea.
CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED I
SMI’S
a US AM
Orgnnn. It eoelhfe an Ahenls tlie Menlw
of the linage* Infnned and polsened by »-w
leeaee, and yreveute tffe night evreata aad
lightness acrona the cheat which acbaiaaaay
BIBLE REVISIONU CONTRASTED EDITIONS.
Containing the Old and New Veraioni, In parallel ceL
nnane. Tub beet and cheapest illustrated edlton of the
Revised TeeUmenL MUlione of people are waiting for
It Donotbedeoelredbytheunecrupulona publisher* of
contains 1*0
the only Urge
type contrui
money eelling
fqreueaUn Imd ___
PUBL18H1NG CO., Chicago, HI
lu u  no  DC deceiv  oy m  unscrupulous Diianen
inferior edltlona. See that the copy you buy o e <
fine engraving* on steel and wood. This la la
id extra terms. Addreee NATIONAL
Cyclopedia War.
The great Library of I7alvereal Knowledge
now completed, large-type edition, nearly 40,000 topics in
every department of human knowledge, about 40 per cent,
larger than Chambers’ Encyclopedia, 10 per cent larger
than Appleton’s. 3U per cent, larger than Johneon’a, at a
mere fraction of their coat. Fifteen large Octave Vob
umee, nearly 18,000 pages, complete in cloth binding.
• 1 6 ; in half Russia, tiO ; in full library sheep. marbled
edges, AVA. Bpecla) tenna to clubs.
$10,000 REWARD
John B. Aldin, Manager, 704 Broadway. New Yoi
1841.7£«r K SiLKT881.
Bare advantage*. Locution of unrivnled
beauty and aalnurlty. Ksvj). V^Sixaii, Principal.
YOTNOMEN^-aa^rJSi'p
lag offices. Address Valxntinn B*o*., Janesville, Wle
n A r A A Send the addressee of Kol
$10.60 foi 40c.
JUST OUT! LIFE OF GUITEAU
% ^.“pTu.hM
NEW YORK ILLUSTRATED TIMES. No. 7 Frank-
fort Street, New York.
HICAGO PIUS I
w, horn or eteam power : the enlv Apro*
le< a*1 IMtte” Double /Tnioa
IheAeMfelAewerlZowereareth !
BUCK HAWK
•HI VERT MAN AND WOM AW can have light
JJi and profitable business at home at all seasons, and
save many dollar* In personal and home expense*. Pnr-
tieulnTi, with valuable Information for everybody, free.
iarL'S&AfsssSBis--
IMPORTANT&SH
the New England Ceaaervatery and College
'“1 tWTe* Mm.
A permanent practical road vehicle,
with which a person can rid* three
miles as easily aa he could walk one.
Send 8-oeat stamp for $4 page cat*-
il*m' THB POPE MTO CO..
&<J4 Washington St, Boston, Maas.
One Cent
wifi buy a postal card on which to send you addreee
and receive free (postage prepaid) a 10U- page book on
Broad way, Nsw York.
5000 Agent* wanted to cell the Lift of
PRESIDENT GARFIELD,
Including a /eli and accural* account of his brief but
eventful administration: the #r*of conflict with the
tlltalw.irts." headed by <WUm; the diabolical
attempt to assassinate ukn. with full part •olare of hli
case, one of the most erlHeal and rmorirtfs °n record.
Term* nberal. Omit M»e . CLreular • free . Address
HUBBARD BROS., Pubs., Chicago, 111.
VfhvT^ B^aSe itfi|5the0La^T topro^ ni
In the market, having all of (A* wicrU* and noa* gy
io* d*/MU of vibrators, Agitatore, Oepillatorj **
aow ln use. Z4fUw ud mwedwel
H. A. FITTS’ SOWS MFS. CO.
VaiMlD •• JdflhrMfi tt« CHICAGO* ILL
KID'v'CV WOP
DOE8
IWONDERFUL
CURES !
|D»£aeie It action the LITER, BOWELS]
I^d KIDNEYS at the Bim* time.
Because it cleanses the sysUm of the pat
|oua humors that develop# In Kidney and Vsv|
| nary Diseases, Blliouineea, Jaundice, Con*St-|
|patlon,PUes, or In Rheumatism, Neuralgia,]
| Nervous Disorders and Female Complaint*. ]
KB WHAT PBOPLB BAT I
Bagen* D. Stork, of Junction City, Kenmal
Isays, Kidnsv-Wortcured him after regular Phf-|
leiciana had beeu try ing for four yean.
1 Mrs. John Amall.of Washington, Ohlo, says|
her bov was given unto die by four piemlaeall
I physicians and that he was afterwards cared hf I
IkldneyWort.
1 M. M.D. Goodwin, an editor In Chardoa, OMe.l
Imysbewaanoteinected to live, being Meatedl
Ibeyondbellef, but Kidney - Wort cured nlm. ]
1 Anna L Jarrett of South Salem, N. V., 
I that seven years stifTerlug from kldnsy treat
land other complications waa ended by the «e* 4
I Kidney- Wort.
1 John D. Lawrence of Jackson. Tenn., sefevtd
I for years from liver and klditey trouble* and
(after taking “ImutcIs of other medicines,"
| Kidney-Wort made him well
| Michael Goto of Montgomery Center,
| Buffered eight yearn with fflduer difficulty an«fQ
I was unable to work. Xliluey Wort made kh*4M
| M well as ever. H
KIDNEY-WORT
PIRMANINTLY GUMS
IKIDNEY DISEASES,
LIVER COMPLAINTS,]
I Constipation and Piles.
leeatraud, for those
|or Barfs trff* equal tfclenty In tllhtr /*rm.|
GET IT ATTBE DRUGGISTS. PRICE, $!.••]
WELLS. UICHAUDSOJUkCe.. Prop’*,
| (Will send the dry post-paid.) Bl tMSSTOS.tV.]
INViOORATI tk* UAta W'Vk*r* 4m i k* kuaUf/^.
Tn itojtwi tfMlak hM*T*n WM ku NIVER t*T
rilUD. SmAoNLT SIX CMTl Mb,. 3. COMA-
ux. a* ims. smm, iu*.. »w*s« g *a hmmmm.
LECTE1CUGHTIS
nrNKRVOUB DEBILITY. Lost Mkwiaed
end impaired powers cured by JUA I HKWIrr M I
Improved Eli-ctro-Msgnetic Belband Ab
Pad combined ; site of Pad, 7x21 inch
times larger th«n other*. Do not parcbaaeaaa -
old style |2u Belt* when yon can get the la*m(- -
improved for $. “ Kleetrio light.1’ e 11 iiImii .
papu.mntf^ un^M^Oo. ^
M, 80 sad 00 Fifth Avenue, Ohioag* DL
^-O.N.U. No. SI
^HEN^HITINO^TO^D^^TI
In Ihle pa^rV J0
AGITATOR! AGITATOR! AGITATOR!
THE M
VAU
.... PERFECT THRESHER AND SAVER MAOEr
J. L CASE TBBSSBOfO MACSHNB CO., RACINE, WML
tbaa aay Oxm loth* World. !! felffialnw llwete
|amcr?’ Mm
Thi Worm VAJoh ii Bothering the
rarmere. t ?
Michifrnn Acricultunil College, )
Lansino, July 18, 18SI. )
To the Editor of the Poet and Tribune.
Tbe unclosed letter from the Rev. E. R.
Willard, of White Pigeon, has reference
to the army worm, Leucania Unipuncta.
This ,pe8t only comes occasionally, and
then works great havoc, especially in the
oat fields. It usually comes after a severe
drought the previous year. If St. Joseph
county was like the most of Michigan in
1880, the scene ol frequent and copious
ruins, this invasion is very Interesting.
In 1875 there was serious destruction by
this pest, iu the southern part of the state
and In Kalamazoo county. Last year in
New Jersey, Delaware and in parts of
New York, the army worm did very
serious damage.
This Insect is to be found in our state
every year. In sugaring for insects we
take the moth here at Lausing every year,
and at no time from May to September do
we fall to secure it. But usually it abounds
in t-uch limited numbers that no serious
harm Is done. In this case it eats the
grass, its favorite food, but takes so little
that the farmer feels no loss— iu fact is
entirely unconscious of the presence of
the enemy. Occasionally, however, owing
perhaps to favorabln climatic conditions,
or more probably to the comparatively
small number of its parasitic enemies, it
appears In devastating numbers. In such
cases the meadows are stripped of their
green, and the hordes of marauders go
forth to the oat fields, where they climb
the stalks and cut off the heads of tbe
grain. In their journeys for new fields to
devastate they are not partial to direction.
If they go east, as stated by the Rev. Mr.
Willard, then it is only because they
pieviously occupied a meadow at the w**t
of the field. In 1861 I saw one of these
armies enter an oat field in Shiawassee
county from the east.
Owing to the numerous parasites— one
of the larve received from Mr. Willard
had four eggs of a parasite on it— these
enemies never appear in numbers to do
serious harm two years in succession.
Neither do they attack usually any crop
but grass and oats.
Owing to the immense numbers— I have
known them to cross a road in such
crowds that a single footstep would crush
a score of them— we can cnly hope to
fight them ns they march to or across a
field. The best way is to keep them from
entering a field. To do this a deep furrow
may be turned from the field. When this
is full of the struggling worms cover with
straw and bum. This is no little work;
but if it aaves a whole field of grain, as it
often has, it will pay.
Last year, in New Jersey, they made a
close board fence one or two feet high
next the field to be protected; and as the
worms attempted to crawl over smeared
them with kerosene oil, and thus killed
the caterpillars and saved the grain.
As the Insects only live as lame a few
days after they attract attention, and as
they will destroy a large field of grain in
a single night, no time should be lost.—
A. J. Cook, in Detroit Poet and Tribune.
Protection Against the Army Worm.
In the letter I wrote you yesterday I
said the worms would not probably eat
the corn. They sometimes strip every
green leaf from the corn if very numerous.
They may do so now. I would suggest
that the farmers in addition to the other
methods try London purple or Paris green.
Mix tablespoonful of tbe poison to two
gallons of water, and sprinkle on border
of fields toward which the worms are ap-
proaching. Sprinkle a strip two or three
rods wide. I think this would poison the
insects and save the balance of the crop.
Farmers, try it.
The pest usually comes about the time
the wheat is in the milk. This fact to-
gether with the fact that the first worms
which I received were nearly full grown
led me to say in my note to the Poet and
Tribune yesterday that probably the corn
would not be destroyed. Further speci-
mens received are quite small. Informa-
tion too, shows the invasion to be very
formidable. This being the case it Is very
likely that corn will be destroyed. The
insects prefer grass bnt hesitate not to
devour any of the cereals. They usually
remain two or three weeks after they first
attract attention, before they go into tbe
earth to pupate. This fact, together with
the size of those received yesterday leads
me to fear that the pests may do much
mischief during the next week in St.
Joseph county. I hope those farmers who
are suffering from attacks may try the
three remedies proposed, that we may
have actual experience to show which is
the best. By skillfnl use of the ditch or
London purple I should have great hopes
of success.— 4. /. Cook, in Detroit Poet
and Tribune.
Lavsne, July 15, 1881.
Now Is the time to purchase your
partto). We are bound to clear them out
to make room for new goods, at
25-if... D.BERTSCH.
THE GREAT
BURLINGTON ROUTE.
|y No other line runs Three Through f’ns-
se offer Trains -Daily between Chlenffo, Des
Moines, Council Bluff-*, Omaha. Mneoln. St.
Joseph, Atchison, Topeka and Kansas City.
Direct connections for all i>olnt* In Kansas,
Nebraska, Colorado Wyoming. Montana, Ne-
vada, New Mexico, Arizona, Idaho, Oregou and
California.
The Shortest, Speediest end Most Comforta-
ble Houto via Hannibal to Fort Scott. Denison,
Dallas. Houston, Austin. San Antonio, Galves-
ton and all points in Texas.
The uneuunlcd lndu<*ements offered by this
Line to Travelers and Tourists, are as follows:
Th'* celebrated Pullman '16-whecl) I'alaco
Sleenliiff Cars, run only on this Line, C., B. St
Q. Palace Drawing-Boom Cars, with Horton's
Ueeli ni nff< 'hairs. No extra charffe for Scats
In Iteolinlnff Chairs. The famous C.. B. A Q.
Palace Dlnim' Cars. Gorgeous Smoking Cars
fitted with Klcffant Hiirh-Bncked Rattan Re-
volving Chairs for the exclusive use of flrst-
ch-s passenger*.
Steel Track and Snncior Equipment, com-
bined with their Great Through Car Arrange-
ment, make-* this, above all others, the favorite
Route to the South, South-West, and the Far
West.
Tr>iit. and you will find traveling a luxury
Instead ••f n dUi-omfort.
Thr uiffh rickets via this Celebrated Line
for «:do at all offices in the United States and
Canad-*.
All information about Rates of Fare. Sleep-
ing Car Accommodations, Time Tables, Ac.,
will be cheerfully given, and will send Free to
any address an elegant Count;/ Map of United
St-itCB, in colors, by npplying to.
PERCEVAL LOWELL.
_ _ General Manager. Chicago.
CXjOSIJNT dr OUT
SPRING AND SUMMER ROODS
Some of those goods will be sold at Cost, such as
Ladies’ & Gents’ Buckled & Buttoned Shoes
Boys’ and Young Men’s SPRING SUITS of CLOTHING
Will, also be closed out to make room for a large new stock, very cheap.
NOW IS THE TIME FOR BARGAINS.
Also, Straw Hats of every description will be closed out at cost.
A few thousand feet of lumber, such as fencing, etc., can also be had; also Lath,
Shingles, Lime, etc., at reasonable prices..
-JLT-
E. J". H-AJRIRIlSrGTOJSr,
H O X. X. A. Isf D, HUCICII.
• im i toml nolnt*. to DE .’i-
»£5t.?£LOBADO SPttmOB, tun I
PtnebLO. AND RErtTHN, by.tx
«o> uimarat aonrs.. m woh<i«.-.
rully low rate*. Ttw*e tl'-W. t. will tv
rood toinjr west within fifteen fl.l
My* from date of wUe. .mil to return
until October Slit following.
PaIiu* Car. are rnn l.y
fnjm CHICAGO t
TOIEKAui
KANSAS CITY, forming a lin<' wIM
. onr ch|*”irc of can, to DENVER
uieal* can be obtained at the reason
able price of nerenty-flve cent*.
For rates, furthor information,
and elegant Map nf United
MtateH free, address,
OEV. PASS'RAOT. . & B 4 Q. R. B.
Chicago. III.
15-13W
FIRST WARD
Grocery House
JAMES RYDER, Prop’r.
JltTiDC pnrchssod the Interest formerly owned
by Mr. M. Seery, aid having leased my Hotel. I
will devo'e my entire attention to the Grocery Bns-
Incss, and therefore respectfully call the attention
of the citizens of Holland to my new business.
The store Is on the
Cor. Eighth and Fish St.
I will endeavor to keep on hand a complete snp-
ply, and fill all orders promptly to the best of my
ability.
Give us a trial before
you judge us.
JA8. RYDER.
Holland, April 18. 1881. HMf
Wholes insect exterminator '*
PUT UP ONLY BV
AM CHEMICAL MF'C.CO
ROCHESTER N.Y -
KILLS ALL INSECTS
HARMLESS TO EVERYTHING ELSE
lr nl Nit nc
IRBLI'S
INSIST
'imiiiwwn
NO CABBAGE
THIS YkAf
NI DID UIC
IMOlfl
INSECT
uni
jCAIIAEf
70.1*11
$350?S“SS
Don’t you Forget it
TUAT IN
Hardware, Nails, Glass,
J. R. K. is just the man for you.
TINWARE,
J. R. K. Pans out big for you.
SASH AND DOORS,
J. R. K. wants every one of you.
Faints and Oils,
J. R. K. wants a brush \vith you.
PUMPS AND FITTINGS,
J. R. K. has struck hard for you.
STOVES,
J. R. K. is watching for you.
Close Cash Buyers,
J. R. K. is the man for you.
Wc want to remind you of It to day, do not wait,
prices are a* low an the lowest and can not be ap-
preciated till you aee the goods.
J. R. KLEIN,
NO. 56 EIGHTH STREET.
Holland, Michigan.
18 -If
W. U. JOS LIN, R. B. BEST
JOSLIN A BEST,
GREAT REDUCTION
IN PRICES IN THE
JEWELRY STORE M- Huizen8a & Co
J. ALBERS,
8th Strert, HOLLAND, MICH.
Clocks which have been sold for |4, are
now for sule at $3. The enlire slock on
hand will he sold at tliul rale. Plated
ware, Spectacles, etc., elc., will be sold at
cost for the nexl 60 days.
July 6ib, 1881. 22-tf
JUST RECEIVED
A very large stock of
DRY GOODS,
NOTIONS,
Hats and Caps,
At the store of
G. VAN PUTTEN& SONS.
The finest line of NECKTIES ever
broipt to Hollano.
DRESS GOODS,
CASHMERES,
DELAINES,
GINGHAMS,
CALICOES,
TABLE LINEN,
HANDKERCHIEFS
From the finest Silk to the cheapest.
Embroidery. Laces, Yarns,
HOSIERY, ETC.
Abo a Full Line of
Fresh Groceries
ALWAYS ON HAND.
G. Van Patten A Sons.
Holland, March *5th, 1881.
-A.2TI3 DBA-LEIRS I IT
Clocks, Watches, Solid Gold
and Plated Jewelry.
All Kinds of Spectacles.
Repairing neatly and promptly done, and war-
ranted.
We invite all our old Colony friends, who happen
to visit Grand Rapids, ami all our old and new
friends In and atound the city of Grand Ruplde, to
all at our new place of business, and examine
t-nr stock. We shall be liuppy to sec them at any
o me- ___ _
No. 132 MONROE ST.
Near the Cor. of South Division St.,
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Grand Rapids, Dec. 1, 1880. 43-ly
82 EIGHTH STREET 82
Dealers In
GROCERIES,
CROCKERY,
GLASSWARE,
And all kinds of Flower Pots, Banging Baskets,
Etc.. Etc., Etc.
Call and see the MICA LAMP CHIMNEY
which never breaks.
We always have on hand a stock of
FLOUR and FEED,
Corn, Oats, Etc.
A full line of PROVISIONS, as Cheap
as at any^ other place.
We. have a full line of Teas, from 26 cents per
pound and upward.
Wc sell Glassware Setts at 40 cents and
upwards.
ALL KINDS OF COUNTRY PRODUCE
BOUGHT AND SOLD.
Don’t Forget the Place.
31. HUIZENGA & CO.
Holland, Mich., May 2, 1881. 18-8m
TEAMING
AND OKAYING.
E. J. HARRINGTON, Jr.
Having on hand a large number of wagons and
horses, hels enabled to serve hit) enstomers or
strangers, at the shortest possible notice, and at
the most reasonable rates.
Heavy or Light Braying
at any time both
EARLY AND LATE.
Hard nd Soft Stove wood for sale, for summer !
or winter nse. Inquire of
KD. J. HARRINGTON, Jr.
Houamit. Jnne 25, 1681. SO-fim
A Large and Fine
1TEW STOCK
— OF -
BOOTS & SHOES
- Just received at --
E. HEROLD,
Eiohtu Street, Holland, Mien.
A Complete assortment of Children’s and Infants’
shoes for fall and winter, and a full line of
Ladlea’aud GenUemcu's Wear,
-:o:-
CALL AND SEE US.
K.BKROLD.
Bollind, Mich., Sept. 1, 1880.
Ague Cure
Is a purely vegetable hitter and power-
ful tonic, and is warranted a speetlr and
certain cure for Fever and Ague, Chills
and Fever, Intermittent or Chill Fe-
ver, Remittent Fever, Dumb Ague,
Periodical or Bilious Fever, anti all
* malarial disorders. In miasmatic dis-
tricts, the rapid pulse, coated tongue, thirst,
lassitude, loss of appetite, pain in the hack
and loins, ami coldness of the spine and
extremities, are only premonitions of
severer symptoms, which terminate in the
ague paroxysm, succeeded by high fever
ami profuse perspiration.
It is a startling fact, that quinine, arse-
nic ami other poisonous minerals, form thA
basis of most of the " Fever and Ague
Preparations,” "Specifies,” "Syrups,” and
" Tonics,” in the market. The prepara-
tions umdo from these mineral poisons,
although they are palatable, and may
break the chill, do not cure, but leave the
malarial and their own drug poison in
the system, producing quinism, ’dizziness,
ringing in the ears, headache, vertigo, and
other disorders more formidable than the
disease they were intended to enre.
Ayek’s Aon? Cork thoroughly eradicates
these noxious- poisons from the system,
and always cures the severest cases. It
contains no quinine, mineral, or any thing
that could injure the most delicate pa-
tient; and its crowning excellence, above
its certajnty to cure, is that it leaves the
system as free from disease as befors the
attack.
For Liver Complaints, Ater’s Aoub'
Cuuf, by direct action on the liver and
biliary apparatus, drives out the poisons
which produce these complaints, and stim-
ulates the system to a vigorous, healthy
condition.
We warrant it when taken according to
directions.
Prepared by Dr. J. C» Ayer & Co.,
Practical tad Analytical Chemists,
Lowsll, Matt.
SOLD BT ALL DBUOOIITS SVBSTWBBBl.
I
 Ak WatclM. B».* wtad.fitlM. WhIUmfUl HiiUkCm,
PS||S. l«IUtloucold»«. Solid irold|ll ChMpMt.ndbMl
# for your ova om or .pMal.tlv. purpott*. Y»lu»bl» etl-
W&atofMbM IMOarSOXACO., IIIKimmSC Kovlwk.
